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Scrutiny hit President Barack Obama his first year 
in office for making bold decisions that netted only 
lukewarm results. He firmly established his position 
on several important issues, spending billions on bank 
and automotive bailouts, pushing for a healthcare bill, 
and eventually setting his sights on job creation, all to 
little effect. His education platform as seen through the 
eyes of career education professionals, though, lacks 
more in clarity than it does impact. The President’s 
selection of a University of Phoenix graduate for a 
Cybersecurity Coordinator post is an ironic move for 
an administration that has cracked down on for-profit 
schools and the Apollo Group, which owns the nation’s 
largest university. The Obama administration’s logic 
comes under fire in our cover story.
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uThe tide pools form when the waves withdraw and water 
is trapped in rock formations on the shoreline. Along the 
southern end of Windansea in La Jolla, Calif., the rock 
faces follow the coast for about a mile, and between them 
the pools sit still and smooth by seaweed heaps, deserted 
seashells and conches, some barely larger than sugar- 
fine sand.

The pools vary in size some as deep as small ponds while 
others are no more than puddles. Stepping or reaching into 
them is risky: the top water can create the appearance that 
the rocky ocean bottom is just under the surface, but the 
depths are sometimes twice as far. Attached to the rocks are 
small organisms that appear to be nothing more than open 
mouths with shells trapped in their cheeks. In places where 
the water has already receded, the little mouths sit open 
and collect whatever the waves deposit. They are hungriest 
at low tide, hopeful for the tides to come cresting into the 
cement barriers beneath the hillsides and the multi-million 
dollar houses, and die down again with fresh new food.

Last summer, a woman led me along the beach. She grew 
up on an island where the animals and crustaceans washing 
up in the surf mystified her and kept her curious through her 
lifetime. The life forms that can be found in the tide pools are 
strange, she said. To show me how bizarre they can be, she 
tapped something in a rock bed with her foot and then pulled 
off a tiny shell that had suctioned itself to her toe.  She held 
up the animal with her fingertips and the sun shone through 
the shell, casting tiny shadows on its ripples.

We worked our way along the shore and, in that moment 
spent some half a year ago, I remember thinking only about 
the oddities of sea life and a hoping to collect some of the 
more brilliant shells for my kids. But I see now how the 
simpler, smaller creatures – of which there are an infinite 
amount and are often said to be less significant than the 
larger animals that walk the land – can teach us about the 
essence of life.

The aspirations of career college students are something that 
inspire me in covering career education for this magazine 
from month to month. They are simpler than other types of 
students, sometimes. They have simple wants; typically not 
to leave a tremendous impression on the world outside of 
their own children and their daily contributions to a business 
or medical office, or whatever work their profession requires. 
They are countless in number, spread out not oceanside 
but in the cityscapes and endless runs of corporate office 
buildings and industrial areas. 

In this edition of Career College Central, we look at the 
sector and its growing influence, reaching as high as the 
president's office in our feature story, “The Irony in the Fire.” 
We review protections affecting thousands of new students. 
Our columnists also take a deeper look at Cohort Default 
Rate data to analyze what it really means for students  
and schools.

In this issue, it’s perhaps more apparent than ever that 
the sector and its students are being noticed. And, once 
again, we take the time to see the sector and career college 
students closer than any other new medium. To recognize 
our students’ value in the world requires specific attention – 
a lifting up to the light, followed by an analysis, and then the 
conclusion that nothing is more unappreciated than the lives 
we have to struggle to see.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kuzma
Editor
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Before Graduation
Why the university of phoenix no longer throws new students into the fire

BurnOut 
 kelly duffy    |    staff Writer
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the new orientation program at university of Phoenix effectively shifts 
more of that responsibility to students by showing them exactly what’s 
expected, and what it takes to succeed before they sign on for massive 

federal loans to finance their education.

d r. Bill Pepicello wants higher undergraduate graduation 
rates at the University of Phoenix.  He can’t tell you 
what number will make him happy or the exact plan 

to make it happen, but he’s working on it, and everyone from 
investors to the feds are watching. 
    
“I don’t have a specific answer, we just want them higher,” 
said Pepichello, who is sure he is not the only one at the only 
school thinking the same thing. “Everyone in higher ed agrees 
that it’s best if they were higher.” 

University of Phoenix reports less than one third of their students 
complete Associate degrees in fewer than three years. For 

Bachelor’s degrees, less than 40 percent graduate in six years.  
At the graduate school level the numbers improve to 55-61% 
completion, but Pepichello says that’s not the goal either. 

 “We don’t set goals; instead we try to improve systems that 
help students. We don’t have magic bullet that would take us 
to 50 or 60 percent, but we want to continuously improve.”
 
It’s one of the driving forces behind a new admissions policy 
that puts selected students through a mandatory primer 
before they begin actual coursework in their field of study. 
Right now the program targets mostly online students who 
come to University of Phoenix with fewer than 24 credits, a 
group defined as “at risk." Pepichello declines to say exactly 
how many students are involved, and in what programs. 

“We started on campuses and in markets where we thought it 
would be most helpful,” said Pepichello. 
 
You can assume it’s the students who are most likely to not 
graduate, not get a job, and not pay back their loans. The 
three-week, non-credit orientation program will introduce 
students to course expectations and time management skills 
as well as the resources that are available to them to help 
complete their degree. 

“Students are coming in with fewer credits and much less 
experience with higher education. Fewer and fewer students 
fit the traditional mold of recent high school grad. Seventy-
three percent are older, working, parents and increasingly first 
generation,” Pepichello explained. 

“We realized these students needed to understand how 

Kelly Duffy is a six-time Emmy Award-
winning investigative reporter, producer and 
news manager. Contact Duffy at kellyd@
CareerCollegeCentral.com.

higher education works and know how to navigate it how they 
would any other part of their life. We need to give them the 
skills, to teach them logic of how to succeed.” 

 “It’s things like time management, how to use the library, how 
to use current technology. It would be a shame if they could 
not succeed because they couldn’t navigate the systems.”

Success is a big issue for the sector. As the for-profit sector 
eats up a larger share of federal loan dollars, there’s increased 
scrutiny of the cost/benefit of a for-profit education. The new 
orientation program at University of Phoenix effectively shifts 
more of that responsibility to students by showing them exactly 

what’s expected, and what it takes to succeed before they sign 
on for massive federal loans to finance their education. It gives 
everyone an out. 

“It will afford prospective students the opportunity to experience 
the rigors of the college classroom without financial burden, so 
that those who discover they are not ready will not incur debt,” 
said Pepichello. 

It is still open admissions for undergrads at the University of 
Phoenix, but open admissions with an asterisk. The new plan 
means the University of Phoenix will lose some students and 
their tuition checks, a loss that’s noted by industry analysts 
watching the bottom line for investors. Pepichello sees any 
losses as short term. 

“We’ve had this discussion with analysts,” Pepichello said, 
unconcerned. He believes the good deed for students will be 
good business as well, pushing up retention rates and pushing 
down default rates. 

“The key for us is to do the right thing for students and if we do 
that the business will follow. If we provide them complete set 
of skills they need, total enrollment and success of students 
will improve.” 

Now, it’s open admissions with an asterisk. ■
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 sarah skelnik    |    staff Writer
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the impact of the student aid and 
Fiscal responsibility act
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I
n the age of transparent business practices and a 
rise in socially responsible companies, one would 
think that consumer protection, especially towards 
college student loan recipients, would be immense. 

However, students and their families are constantly being 
caught in deceptive sales practices from these financial 
institutions providing loans. 
  
“One big program now is that particular kind of entity in 
the student loan industry – guaranty agencies – are paid 
by the government to both help borrowers and avoid 
default and to collect on defaulted loans,” said Pedro de la 
Torre, Advocacy Senior Associate for Campus Progress 
at the Center for American Progress. “This is injurious 
for borrowers because it means that the people that are 
supposed to help you keep your loan in good standing are 
the same people that will benefit if it goes into default.”

The New York Times reports that as tuition costs soar 
and financial aid budgets remain flat in this economic 
downturn, students increasingly turn to banks and other 
lenders to bridge the gap. Furthermore, because these 
specific loans do not receive government subsidies, private 
lenders have the ability to pummel students with soaring 
interest rates. At a whopping average interest rate of 10.5 
percent, the private lenders were receiving more than one 
half times the guaranteed loan cap. New legislation under 
the Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act ensures 
that interest rates on student loans remain affordable.  

Passed by Congress on Sept. 17, 2009, the Student Aid 
and Fiscal Responsibility Act implemented government 
oversight of the programs that will help more students 
graduate with less debt, stabilize and safeguard the 
federal student loan program that students depend on, 
and put an end to private servicing loans. The Student 
Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act basically eliminates the 
need for the private middleman in moving money from the 
federal government to the students. 

It is without a doubt that these reforms have been 
detrimental to profiting lenders such as Sallie Mae and 
Nelnet. Coined the “quiet war on students” by the Center 
for American Progress, banks and loan corporations have 
begun pouring funds into lobbyists and public relations 
campaigns to fight the legislation that has the potential to 
increase consumer protection.

“Loan companies are spending millions lobbying to 
weaken or kill the Senate’s version of the Student Aid 
and Fiscal Responsibility Act,” Torre said. “Lenders are 
fighting hard in order to save their federal subsidies at 
the expense of students and taxpayers, since the money 
saved from cutting these handouts would be used to 

Q:  Why was reform imminent in the stu-
dent loan industry?

A:  It is common sense:  end an expensive, 
inefficient, broken and corrupt govern-
ment program for which an alternative 
already exists, and use the $87 billion 
it would save taxpayers to expand ac-
cess to education, make college more 
affordable and reduce the deficit.  
 
Nearly every major student loan com-
pany was in hot water because they 
offered improper inducements to finan-
cial aid offices so that they would rec-
ommend the lender to their students.  

Q: Can you give some examples? 
 
A:  Caribbean vacations, payments based 

on loan volume and stock options to 
name a few.

Q:  In what specific way do you feel that 
the SAFRA will help student borrowers 
the most?

 
A:  The most exciting policy for students 

in SAFRA will be the $40 billion it will 
invest in the Pell Grant program. This 
means direct assistance to low and 
middle-income borrowers that need it 
most. And, students do not have to pay 
back these funds. 

Q&A with Pedro de la Torre, 
Advocacy Senior Associate for 
Campus Progress

The New 
Student Loan 
Frontier
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make college affordable, expand educational opportunity 
and reduce the deficit.”

According to data from the National Postsecondary 
Student Aid Study, 92 percent of full-time students 
attending career colleges took out loans in 2007-2008 
to finance their education, most of which were federal. 
Upon graduation, College Board statistics found that 60 
percent of Bachelor’s degree recipients at career colleges 
leave with $30,000 or more of student loan debt. The 
Department of Education estimates that about 40 percent 
of those loans going to career college students ultimately 
ends up in default. This growing debt crisis affects these 
students, their families and the ability of future recipients, 
which is why reform is essential.

“Students need a necessary support system to make 
responsible and knowledgeable decisions,” said Kaleb 
Leija, whose undergraduate career in Amarillo, Texas 
was funded entirely by student loans. “Although lending 
agencies have been proactive in clearly outlining my 
repayment options through updates and reminders, I 
know others have not been this lucky and are dealing with 
the damaging effects of debt.”

In an industry that, as a whole, has been rife with conflicts 
of interest and scandal for years, essential legislation like 
the Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act are only the 
beginning of consumer protection.

“The Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act will take 
some crucial steps in protecting federal student loan 
borrowers by reforming the federal financial aid system,” 
Torre said. “However, students and borrowers are still in 
need of additional consumer protections for both federal 
and private student loans.” ■

Sarah Skelnik is a 2008 graduate of the university 
of Kansas' William Allen White School of Journalism 
and Mass Communications.

“students need a 
necessar y support system 
to make responsible and 

knowledgeable decis ions ,” 
kaleb lei ja, undergraduate 
student f rom amar i l lo, texas
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unintended issue brought about by the lowest-unit-rate 
rule: disappearing bonus. Depending upon how a station 
classifies its bonus flights, $0 could be considered the 
lowest rate in a given time period. If a station classifies a 
bonus spot as low enough priority that a political advertiser 
wouldn’t want to match it, the added weight of the political 
buy would likely just cancel it out anyway. Most buyers 
are forced to accept promises of additional bonus in late 
November and December to balance what they’re losing 
during the political window.

The last big problem is one that primarily hits direct 
response buyers (you and me): overflow inventory strain. 
Political advertisers avoid “Judge Judy” and “Fresh 
Prince” for the same reasons most branding advertisers 
do – the demographic is wrong. We (the direct response 
advertisers) buy the programs we do because the rates 
are low, and the rates are low because the ratings points 
are low. We balance this with higher frequency to get our 
Gross Ratings Points up, where branding advertisers just 
buy smaller frequency in higher-point areas.

So what happens when political advertisers place high-
frequency buys in high-point areas, bumping out the usual 
branding advertisers? The brand guys roll their buys into 
lower-point areas and buy up a ton of inventory to up their 
Gross Ratings Points. 

So we get hit on rate, we get hit on bonus, then we get 
hit on inventory. And you wonder why your media buyers 
are always the first to hit the open bar at the holiday party!

“But isn’t the political window … a window?” you ask.
Yes, it always has been … until now.

Not only was the last national election arguably the most 

Any media buyer in the game longer than two years knows 
that a “political window” is a hellish little spasm of time that 
boasts the twin demons of spiking rates and vanishing 
bonus, both dancing in the flames of exponentially 
disappearing inventory.

Typically though, a political window is just that: a window. 
A small, well-defined span of time in which sales reps 
swagger and media buyers cry, followed by a hasty return 
to normality.

The problem is that the political climate has changed and 
with it the patterns of politicals.

First, a primer on political advertising.

Generally speaking, television stations must make 
available airtime to political advertisers at the lowest rate 
currently airing in a given time period, and must make 
matching time available to their opponents. There are 
exceptions based on what office is being sought (local 
or national) and who is actually advertising (political 
campaign or issues group), as well as what time period 
is being bought and what preemption level the advertiser 
can accept. The most important rule, however, has always 
been that the rule only exists during a political window: 
generally September through the first week of November. 

The political window is painful to buyers for a few reasons. 
The most obvious is the immediate strain on inventory. 
Not only are advertisers with much bigger budgets than 
ours coming in to gobble up inventory, all of their friends 
are coming with them. Any buy that gets placed is virtually 
guaranteed to double in counter-ads.

Another problem, and often the most painful, is the 

Ryan Irwin
OTS Media

Navigating Media Placement 
Challenges During Political Windows
What media buyers should know when a 
"political window" becomes a chasm
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contentious in recent history, it was definitely the most 
expensive (again, just ask your media buyer). But now 
that it’s over all that tension in society has just gone away, 
right? Wrong.

Just like we have traditionally seen all the fervor fade after 
election but have seen it continue on this time around, 
political advertising seems to be holding stronger than 
usual. As some of the more fought over issues of our time 
are being decided on Capitol Hill, advertisers have kept a 
steady stream of “issues” ads populating the air waves.

So what is a media buyer to do when it seems the big 
budget bullies will not be going away as they usually do? 
How do we avoid shortfalls in both budget spent and  
lead earned?

The answer, I think, is twofold.

The first is the most obvious: testing. Of course we have 
always known it is important to find something new to 
test on an ongoing basis. I was always taught you should 
have at least one major test in each month’s buy, whether 
it’s traffic, rotation, new promotion, etc. Moving forward 
though, we will have to be vigilant about not only testing 
new areas, but keeping those tests fresh and possibly 
even more thorough than in the past. Perhaps a two-week 
test that wasn’t everything we hoped would have been 
enough to rule out a station for the next quarter in the past, 
but for the time being we may need to keep that test on 
our buy a bit longer to keep working our traffic, trimming 
our rotations, or pushing our reps for more added value 
placement and better rates. I’ve written before about 
finding pieces of cedar in what seemed like a dead-end 
test, but our tenacity in initiating new tests and keeping 
hold out areas to buy in times of famine are going to be 
paramount moving forward.

The second strategy will be arguably more important 
than the first and it is what I believe necessitates having 

a media buyer more than industry knowledge or strategic 
prowess: effective relationship management.

An experienced buyer can probably give you a list of 
stories when they had no rhetorical trick or statistical 
snapshot to throw at a rep to get what they needed, but 
because they had invested the time on the front end to 
cultivate an effective relationship, they came out ahead. 

Now take note, this isn’t about being nice all the time 
and it certainly isn’t about being a pushover. Part of 
maintaining an effective relationship is letting the rep 
know that as much as you may like them, you have a job 
to do and if there is another station offering a deal with 
a better CPL, you have to move the money. However, 
there is also a huge element of making sure the rep 
is confident that you will give them the opportunity to 
fight for the business, and that you will make them  
fight for it.

 But it’s not all business and shouting. Sometimes you’ll 
need to look up the scores of whatever game happened 
last night and call the rep to talk about nothing. 

Of course, always end the call with a quick, “Got 
any bonus you could throw me this week?” You’ll be 
surprised how often the answer is, “Yes.”

What used to be a short burst of frustration every few 
years looks to be morphing into a tougher overall buying 
atmosphere. Keeping your eyes open for new areas for 
testing, staying limber in your buying decisions, and 
keeping in contact with your reps could very well make 
the difference between pulling your hair out week after 
week and keeping your cool through some tough times. 
Of course, it is always possible that political advertising 
will slowly fade out, but as long as the pundits outnumber 
the news anchors it seems more likely that what used to 
be a political window will be more like a political chasm 
for the foreseeable future. ■

so what is a media buyer to do when it seems the big budget 
bullies will not be going away as they usually do? how do we 
avoid shortfalls in both budget spent and lead earned?
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 COntrIbuted artICle

Ability to Benefit and 
admissions testing in general

 glenn bogart    |    topschool, Inc.

a study you may be able to use, and a renegade opinion
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ow might be a good time to talk about 
admissions testing in general, and Ability to 
Benefit programs in particular. I spent a few 

days studying a for-profit school’s admissions testing 
results not too long ago.  More recently, the Department 
of Education has been making noise about Ability 
to Benefit (ATB) testing abuses, and now there is a 
negotiated rulemaking panel that is looking at suggesting 
changes to the rules.  

The client school where I did the study tests every 
applicant with the Wonderlic Scholastic Level Exam 
(WSLE).  High school graduates and GED holders may 
be admitted to any of the school’s diploma programs 
if they score an 8 out of 50.  
(About 18 to 20 is “average” 
intelligence, and a 50 is a 
super genius, like me.  Ha.)  
If a potential ATB scores 8 or 
above, he or she is asked to 
take the ATB test, which is 
independently administered, 
as it must be under ED (U.S. 
Department of Education).  
ATB subsequently takes and 
passes the ATB test with the 
minimum score required by 
ED, he or she can enroll, but only in certain programs 
the school offers – those that the school has judged to 
be less demanding than some of the others it offers.

This testing regimen gave me an excellent opportunity 
to make direct comparisons between ATB students and 
high school graduates/GED holders in the population of 
students who started school at this institution over the 
past couple of years.  They all took the same test!

According to Wonderlic, a person scoring an 8 is 
capable of “working with simple tools, under consistent 
supervision.”  You can read it in their manual.  Even if 
that assessment is overblown, which I think it is, it is 
still cause for caution, and I treat it as such when I 
study these things.  These Wonderlic folks do generally 
know their stuff, and their opinions should be accorded  
some weight.

What I found, though, was a little different from what 
you might expect.  I did the analysis by program, and 
gave the school a lot more information than can be 
printed here, but I thought readers might be interested in  
the highlights.

For one thing, I found that ATB students who scored in 
the 11-13 range on the Wonderlic SLE actually had a 

N better retention rate than their high school diploma/GED 
counterparts.  I also found that people scoring from 11 
to 13, regardless of high school graduation status, had a 
retention rate of 80 percent, which is about as high as it 
gets for any scoring category.  Go figure.  These people 
are supposed to be below average intelligence, but 80 
percent of them don’t drop out.  Compare that to a certain 
state university located in Chicago, where less than 20 
percent graduate in six years, including all students, not 
just the least able.

Hardly any ATB applicants scoring an 8, 9, or 10 on the 
WSLE ever started school.  I’d guess this is probably 
because they often were not able to pass the ATB test 

(remember, potential ATBs 
at this school first take the 
Wonderlic SLE, and then, if they 
score an 8 or better, they take 
the independently administered 
ATB test).

Only three ATBs actually started 
school having scored 8, 9, or 10 
on the WSLE.  One graduated 
and two dropped out.  Does this 
prove that these three were not 
smart enough to succeed, and 

never should have been admitted?  Well, no.  If one of 
them was able to graduate, we can’t say that nobody 
scoring in this range is capable.  

Moreover, there were 51 high school graduates/GED 
holders who scored in this same range (8, 9, or 10) and 
started school.  Twenty one of them graduated from 
programs like Medical Assistant, Medical Billing and 
Coding, and Dental Assistant. Nineteen of them dropped 
out, and 11 were still in school.  If these people’s WSLE 
scores accurately reflect their cognitive abilities, none 
of them would have been able to pass the ATB test.  A 
Wonderlic SLE score of 8, 9, of 10 is supposed to equate 
to a failing ATB test score – yet more than half of these 
students had already graduated from their chosen 
programs, and a fair number were still in school and 
some of those probably will graduate.

Even looking at lowly scorers of an 8 on the nose, among 
the high school graduates/GED holders – there were an 
equal number of graduates and drop outs, and a few 
students who remained in school at the time of my study.  
(The exact numbers were seven grads, seven drops, and 
four actives.)

The various accrediting agencies have different 
requirements and expectations regarding graduation 

you’d expect the lowest-scoring 
group of students to drop out at a 
higher rate than other students – 
and you’d be right, according to 

my study of this school. but . . . 
 the difference is nowhere near as 

stark as I expected.  
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rates.  ABHES, for example, looks for 70 percent.  
ACCSC expects at least 59 percent for programs of 
between 7 and 11 months, which is less than one 
standard deviation below the mean for similar schools, 
and COE has a similar benchmark.  ACCET looks for 
at least 67 percent graduation.  But remember, we’re 
talking overall rates here.  Low-rate groups can be offset 
by high-rate groups.  In other words, a 60 percent rate 
by low-scoring students can be offset by an 80 percent 
rate in higher-scoring students.

You’d expect the lowest-scoring group of students to 
drop out at a higher rate than other students – and you’d 
be right, according to my study of this school.  But . . . 
the difference is nowhere near as stark as I expected.  
Here’s how it looks:

What are we seeing here?  The graph follows an “M” 
curve, rather than the familiar bell curve.  What does 
this mean?

People who scored an 8, 9, or a 10 (most of whom 
could not have been admitted if they had applied as 
ATBs) had a retention rate of 61 percent – which is 
not exactly wonderful, but isn’t too bad, when you con-
sider that the highest-scoring applicants had only a 64 
percent retention rate.  

You could conclude that the people who scored 8, 9, 
of 10 are less capable than those scoring just a few 
points more, at 11, 12, or 13.  (Some of those 11’s, 
12’s, and 13’s also would not have been able to pass 
an ATB test, if that had been required.)  You could 
also theorize that people who scored 29 and above 
were more likely to get bored and drop out for that 
reason (their retention rate was 64 percent, as noted 
above).  Should high-scoring applicants be excluded 
because they have a higher drop out rate than those 
in the middle?  

Do these results show that the ATB program is work-
ing at the school I studied?  I think they do.  Any time 
the lowest-scoring people in a group of students (12.6 
percent of the 430 people I studied scored an 8, 9, or 
10 on the Wonderlic SLE) can remain in school at a 
rate of 61 percent, where the overall retention rate is 
72 percent, the school is doing exactly what it should 
be doing.  

Before you look down your nose at ATBs, consider the 
students you’re admitting now, who have high school 
diplomas.  Chances are, those high school grads 
you’re welcoming with open arms aren’t as smart as a 
lot of the ATBs you’re rejecting.

You don’t have to admit every applicant who can pass 
an ATB test under ED minimum standards, if you don’t 
want to.  You can set your passing score wherever 
you want, as long as it’s at or above what the Depart-
ment of Education requires.  Just admit the top half of 
the ones the department says you could admit, if that 
is what you think will work for your school, and you 
could make a lot of money that you’re not making now.  
You’ll also be giving a second chance to some people 
who could use it. ■
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bOOk revIeW

Through the exploration of past success (and failure) stories, 
Made to Stick utilizes history to exemplify how the application of 
a certain set of rules makes a message stick. The authors also 
emphasize that not only is it important to make individual ideas 
unforgettable, fighting other sticky ideas with “stickier” is just as 
crucial. In the end, such a battle can create idea immortality.  

The Heath brothers instill optimism and encouragement to all 
who hope to get their ideas noticed. For them, even novices 
have a chance in the world of ideas because “any of us, with 
the right insight and the right message, can make an idea stick.”

get yOur Ideas tO stICk 

Everyone has good ideas – what they 
imagine to be visionary innovations that 
we all believe could change the world 
if only someone would listen. That’s 
the hard part, though: communicating 
these revolutionary thoughts to the rest 
of the already cluttered, hyperactive 
population. Whether your audience is 
an auditorium of students, a conference 

room of employees or simply a kitchen table filled with your 
children, it’s nearly impossible to transform the way people 
think and act. The Heath brothers would tell you that you 
have to get your ideas to “stick.” 

Made to Stick is a groundbreaking book that explores why 
some ideas thrive while others perish. Concentrating on 
the six critical elements of simplicity – unexpectedness, 
concreteness, credibility, emotions and stories – authors 
Chip and Dan Heath map out what it takes to successfully 
relay your ideas to others and make them stick. 


 kristen White    |    staff Writer

“A must have book for every leader, for every teacher, for ev-
ery student, for every employee, for every salesperson, for 
anyone who wants to get their ideas accepted. It is a book that 
gives you solid advice in a manner that you will remember and 
be able to use in everyday situations. It is an awesome read 
with compelling case studies and takeaways for everything 
from business to parenting.”

-R. McRobert, October 5, 2009 ■

USER REVIEW ON AMAZON.COM
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Sponsored by the Imagine America Foundation

IMAGINE AMERICA SChOlARShIP AND AWARD PROGRAMS
More and more students are choosing career colleges for higher 
education. Why? The convenience and flexibility is appealing 
to students who have to work full-time while enrolled, who 
have families, or need retraining. The growth of career colleges 
in today’s down economy is mirrored by the tremendous 
increase in applicants to the Imagine America scholarship and  
award programs. 

In 2009, the Foundation received over 12,000 applicants – 
2,000 more than last year! Nearly 80 percent of those applicants 
were awarded the Imagine America scholarship.  How did this 
happen? Now more than 550 career colleges and 15,000 high 
schools across the nation participate in the Imagine America 
scholarship and award programs. 

Each year, the Imagine America scholarship for high school 
seniors is awarded to graduating students from across the 
country who are enrolling in participating career colleges. In 2009, 
Texas and California were dueling for first place with the highest 
number of registered high schools. Texas took the top place 
with 1,084 registered high schools, only 11 more than California. 
Pennsylvania came in third with 886 high schools. When it 
comes to the number of applicants it was another close race with 
California coming in first with 1,796 applicants, Pennsylvania had 
1,719 and Texas ranked third with 1,264.

Last year the Foundation launched the Adult Skills Education 
Program (ASEP) for adult learners attending a participating 
college. It is no surprise that the ASEP program had an extremely 
successful year. Students attending career colleges are more 
likely to be adult students than other sectors. At the 4-year level 
42 percent of career college students are 24 years of age or 
older, compared to 6.7 percent at private, not-for-profit and 4.4 
percent at public institutions. 

 In its first year ASEP had more than 300 participating career 

colleges and nearly 5,500 Imagine America ASEP applicants. 
Virginia had 882 applicants alone, taking the first place in our top 
10 states for participating ASEP career colleges. Pennsylvania 
ranked second with 666 and Kentucky was not far behind with 
636 applicants.  

Each ASEP applicant must complete a student assessment 
provided by the National Center for Competency Testing (NCCT). 
Through this survey we found that 34 percent of the Foundation’s 
2009 ASEP applicants stated they were enrolling into a career 
college because they want a different job with better pay. 18 
percent of our ASEP applicants had recently lost their job and 
wanted to learn new skills, while 11 percent wanted to move 
ahead in their current job.

The Foundation experienced its highest number of Imagine 
America high school applicants ever in 2009. ASEP had a great 
first year, and could be as popular as the high school program in 
a few years. Only halfway through the year, the Military Award 
Program (MAP) has had over 2,000 applicants. The 2010 Imagine 
America high school scholarship program is off to a great start. 
In January alone, the high school scholarship program received 
2,284 applicants. If you college is interested in learning more 
about the Imagine America scholarship and award programs, 
please contact Andrea Spisak at (314) 378-2958 or andreas@
imagine-america.org.
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RESEARCh StUDy ShOWS FOR-PROFIt SChOOlS AChIEVE GRADUAtION AND 
REtENtION RAtES COMPARAblE tO thOSE OF COllEGES AND UNIVERSItIES
Washington, D.C. (January 27, 2010) – Vast college campuses with 
academic programs requiring rigid, full-time schedules aren’t the 
picture of postsecondary education that fit for thousands of people 
across the nation. The juggling act of work, financial and family-
related obligations can make it nearly impossible for some to attend 
a traditional college. More Americans, though, are realizing there are 
more convenient and comparable options where they can obtain a 
quality education: career colleges.

With advanced programs and facilities, for-profit schools – or career 
colleges – measure up to traditional colleges and universities and, 
in some cases, provide better opportunities of success for students 
in need. A research study sponsored by the Imagine America 
Foundation (IAF) shows that students who fall into at-risk categories 
attending career colleges have comparable and often higher retention 
and graduation rates than those at other institutions.  The Educational 
Policy Institute (EPI), a nonprofit research organization, conducted 
research for the Foundation’s Graduating At-Risk Students: A Cross-
Sector Analysis.  The results show the tremendous impact the for-
profit sector of education has in training students for careers. 

In compiling the research from January to August 2009, EPI relied 
on two datasets that represented survey information derived from 
individual learning institutions and survey data from students. In the 
IPEDS dataset, information from 6,750 institutions, 41 percent of 
which were career colleges, is presented.

Career colleges are designed to meet the needs of students who 
are, on average, affected by social risk factors such as delayed 
enrollment, lack of high school diploma, income independence, part-
time enrollment, single parenthood and/or dependent children, and 
full-time work during enrollment. The research results show students 
who face these types of risks have a better chance of obtaining a 
degree at a career college.

“In the current down economy, more Americans than ever have 
turned to a higher education process that provides them with more 
than an education, but also real employment possibilities,” said 
Robert L. Martin, President of the Imagine America Foundation. “Our 
research confirms that institutions that are flexible and willing to meet 
students on their terms are part of an educational approach that’s 
gaining momentum in our nation. Our career college institutions are 
graduating trained workers into the labor force – and they are doing 
so at comparable and in some cases higher rates than traditional 

colleges and universities.”

Student retention typically refers to the ability of students to persist 
from one fall semester to the next. In short, it is a student’s capability to 
return to college the following year and not drop out. According to the 
Foundation’s study, at the two-year level, career colleges have higher 
full-time and part-time retention rates than other sectors. Research 
showed that 72 percent of two-year career college students return 
one year later, compared to 57 percent of those at two-year public 
institutions and 68 percent at private, not-for-profit institutions.

Of course, student retention only provides an indicator for future 
success. A more comprehensive measure of success is whether 
students complete their programs and graduate. At the two-year 
level, career colleges had 59 percent graduation rates, compared 
to 23 percent for public two-year and 55 percent at private, not-for-
profit institutions. Percentages of career college students attaining 
a certificate or associate degree are also higher than four-year level 
private and public institutes.

Dr. Watson Scott Swail, President & CEO of the Educational Policy 
Institute and Principal Investigator for this project, noted that the 
findings from this report should send an important message to the 
higher education community. “The world is changing and globalization 
requires us to explore other options for postsecondary education. 
Many of our career colleges are providing important educational 
solutions to students of all ages, especially adult students. The 
education community cannot and should not ignore this sector of 
higher education, because it will play an increasingly important role 
in our nation’s ability to retool and prepare for increased competition 
from Asia and other areas.”

All of the statistical analysis demonstrates that career colleges are 
an integral part of our nation’s higher education system. Students 
that attend career colleges not only do as well or better than others 
at comparative institutions, they also preserve through school while 
facing social and economical risks. Career colleges continue to 
provide opportunities for people across the nation to attain a higher-
lever education.

For more information or to request your free copy of the Imagine 
America Foundation’s "Graduating At-Risk Students: A Cross-Sector 
Analysis," please contact Robert L. Martin, President, Imagine America 
Foundation at BobM@imagine-america.org or call (202) 336-6758.
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For more information, contact:
Robert l. Martin, Imagine America Foundation
202.336.6758 or bobm@imagine-america.org ★

MEEt thE NEW MEMbERS
dennIs J. spIsak, vICe presIdent OF sales, Career eduCatIOn dIvIsIOn OF 
mCgraW-hIll hIgher eduCatIOn vICe-ChaIrman OF the FOundatIOn bOard 

working with the Foundation. 
When I sit down with a school 
President or Director, it not 
only gives me the opportunity 
to expound on the benefits of 
working with the Foundation 
and how schools can benefit 
from it specifically, but also how the Foundation contributes 
and strengthens the entire industry.

It took several years before people really understood the 
Foundation and what it does. A lot of people in the sector 
recognized the name, but if you asked them what the 
organization did, they couldn’t tell you. I used to ask, “What 
do you know about Imagine America Foundation?” And, 
they would say, “They offer scholarships.” That was it.  The 
Imagine America Foundation is far more than just offering 
scholarships!

What do you see is the primary value of the Foundation 
for schools? For the sector?
I think the 21st Century Workforce initiative that we have goes 
a long way for us.  The 21st Century Workforce fund provides 
resources to offer scholarships to our schools and, just as 
important, allows us to engage in research that supports the 
efforts of the career college sector.  The research conducted 
by the Foundation provides data that can be utilized to support 
the value of the career college sector. Before the Foundation, 
there was very little research done on our sector. The research 
provides information that can be used in our lobbying efforts 
and also to educate the public as to the value of our sector, what 
it does, and how it differs from the traditional postsecondary 
sector. If you look right now, there are hot spots in the country 
where groups are trying to work against the career college 
sector. It is data, such as what the Foundation provides, that 
assists us in setting  the story straight.

The work we are doing with the military is another strong area. 
If you look at it from the stand point of the sacrifices our armed 
services members are making, it’s nice to see a Foundation 
that is targeting military personnel and helping them obtain job 
skills and postsecondary education. That is a major initiative 
for us, not a side note. ■

How did you establish your relationship with the 
Foundation?
My involvement first came through Joe Davis of MedTech 
College. Joe was going to be the Chair of the Foundation 
and he asked me if I would be interested in getting on board. 
To me, making a contribution to the Foundation was an 
opportunity to pay back to the career college sector and a 
way to contribute to our industry outside of my responsibilities 
with McGraw-Hill.

I have always been involved in the industry. My background is 
in teaching. I taught at both the secondary and postsecondary 
level for 10 years, prior to joining McGraw-Hill.  When I started 
working for McGraw-Hill, I tried to do more than just what I do 
for my company and to find ways to participate in the overall 
industry. For example, I have always done a lot of speaking 
at meetings and seminars on teaching methodology, trends in 
education, etc.  Through McGraw-Hill I have the opportunity 
to be active in the support of state associations.  We do this 
knowing that strong state associations helps to  eliminate the 
possibility for negative situations within the states that in turn 
can prove to be very detrimental to our entire industry. We 
actually helped start a few state associations and we work 
with several state associations in their lobbying efforts at the 
state level.  

In the end, it all ties together. If we have a strong sector and 
all goes smoothly, then everyone who works with our schools 
as a partner will benefit. If things are going down, then it 
certainly affects us. It’s a circle, so to speak.

I often tell our reps to have a goal of moving from “vendor” to 
that of “partner”.  Being viewed as a vendor to a schools is 
far less rewarding than working as a partner with schools in 
achievement their objectives and goals.  The beauty of working 
with career colleges is that you often move from “partner” to 
that of “friend”, which is unusual in many industries.

How do you think you can best support the Foundation 
in your role?
I have the advantage of working with all of the schools in the 
sector. Many people don’t have that opportunity. That kind 
of a network allows me to explain to schools the benefits of 
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o nline marketing is a 
constantly changing 
landscape and social media 

has been a big part of this scene 
for the past few years.  Blogging, 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and 
several other major players have all 
become second nature for anybody 
trying to get involved in social media marketing.  Much of the 
education industry has started to tap into this market, realizing 
it is a very effective way of sending their message out to a 
targeted audience.  Yet, several schools are still hesitant to 
get involved in social media. Their reasons may include not 
having enough time, not being able to measure results, or an 
awkward fit with their current marketing campaign. But the one 
I hear the most is fear of a tarnished reputation.  Since social 
media users have the ability to generate their own content 
and comments, this is a very real fear. However, reputation 
management shouldn’t cause you to shy away from social 
media. In fact, it should cause you to get involved in social 
media.  Here’s why.

Social Media Should Be Proactive, Not Reactive

A lot of schools don’t worry about managing their reputations 
until they become such glaring problems that they must be 
wrangled back into submission.  If you’re not on top of your 
reputation, you might not know about a major issue until you 
see your name in the newspaper or on TV … which means a 
lot of damage has already been done.  So where does social 
media come into play in all of this?  Because most social media 
is user-generated content, individuals are likely to voice their 
opinions (positive and negative) on social platforms before the 
media ever catches wind of them. This head start allows you 
to get a “sneak peek” of attitudes about your school that could 
become a potentially large predicament.  A lot of times these 
issues could have been addressed and resolved to stop the 
situation from escalating, but the school was simply unaware 
of the issue. 

By creating a presence for your school across the different 
social platforms preemptively, you will have a solid, built-in 
audience to combat a crisis before it occurs.  Contrastingly, if 
you start creating social profiles in reaction to a problem that’s 
already established itself, the social profiles can come off as 
a desperate attempt to quiet the problem.  So make sure to 
establish the social presence now and not later.

Reaching Out and Staying Current

In the present economy, potential students have become 
more aware of different tuition breaks or special offers that 
institutions are making available.  Facebook and Twitter can 
help you to really illustrate these important opportunities and 

will allow you to instantly reach a 
very large (and targeted) crowd.  
The important thing to keep in mind 
is to always stay current.  If the last 
updated post was about a tuition 
break that ended a month ago, 
you can get yourself into hot water.  
As long as you have somebody 

managing your campaign responsibly the benefits can  
be limitless.  

Social Media Used to Identify Areas of Opportunity

You may not even realize that you’re not receiving the honest 
feedback you require from current and potential students 
regarding programs offered, enrollment processes, and more.  
Current and potential students will often voice frustration 
and illustrate a problem, but are less free with praise and 
constructive suggestions unless you give them the right 
outlets. Social media sites can provide a place to, say, gauge 
the interest of your targeted audience on a program you are 
thinking about creating.  If there is a large demand from your 
online social media community about a specific program, it 
can really help your decision making process.  I have also 
seen specific examples where an institution has seen through 
social media that people might have tried to get in contact with 
them but were unsuccessful in doing so for whatever reason.  
These students used Facebook and Twitter to contact the 
institution directly and were able to be guided in the proper 
direction to begin the enrollment process.

The Future of Social Media

There seems to be a train of thought by some institutions that if 
you stay off the social networks you won’t have any problems 
as long as it stays in the social networking realm.  Unfortunately, 
this strategy looks like it will not be realistic (if it ever was) in 
the near future. Microsoft’s new search engine Bing and 
Google recently made a deal with Twitter and Facebook to 
start including “tweets” and status updates within their organic 
search results.  It is uncertain how they will be integrated into 
search results, but it makes sense to establishing yourself in 
the social networking globe sooner rather than later.  Wouldn’t 
you rather find your footing now than have to scramble in order 
to deal with a disagreeable post when it begins to show up in 
branded keyword searches? 

Social media is a great tool when used properly and optimized 
correctly.  It is the new frontier that institutions will have to deal 
with (voluntarily or not) in order to keep a clean reputation and 
deliver the best results to current and potential students. ■

by creating a presence for your 
school across the different social 
platforms preemptively, you will 

have a solid, built-in audience to 
combat a crisis before it occurs.

Eric Bridges is the owner and creator of the Burning Bridges SEO Blog 
and currently works as an SEO Specialist at PlattForm Advertising. He 
can be reached at Eric.Bridges@plattformad.com . 
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The Obama Administration’s selection of a 
degree holder from the University of Phoenix 
as Cybersecurity Czar complicates the 
President’s education platform

 kevin kuzma        |    editor



n Inauguration Day, the University of Phoenix 
ran its “I Am a Phoenix” national television 
campaign showcasing a half-dozen 
successful graduates and their stories. Open-
collared and against a black background, the 

ethnically diverse group of men and women give their 
best business-casual explanations about what obstacles 
they overcame to attain an education. They run off a list 
of challenges that are inspirational if not for what they 
actually achieved, then for the realism: working 40-50 
hours a week and still finding the time to study, finishing 
homework at the computer terminal with one hand on the 
keyboard and another one balancing a baby, or setting a 
personal mission to accomplish a goal no one believed 
they could achieve – obtaining a degree.

Each story in the minute–long commercial shows the fiery 
dedication it takes to accomplish an education, which is 
not unlike the other advertisements the university has 
been running nationally for some time. The conclusion, 
though, is the exception. The last few seconds show 
only the phrases “Saluting those who defy the odds. 
Congratulations, Mr. President.”

In the time that has passed since President Barack Obama’s 
swearing in, it’s hard to imagine that UoP would go to such 
great lengths to draw a positive-spirited connection with the 
president today. Any link between Obama and graduates 
of UoP might seem somewhat strained now compared to 
14 months ago. From a marketing perspective, connecting 
the president to UoP might have been a wise strategic 
move to encourage anyone on the fence about enrolling 
in college and inspired by the president’s election to take 
the initiative to enroll in college. But so much can change 
in a year.

During his first term, the president’s administration, through 
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan and the Department of 
Education (ED), set its sights on the education giant Apollo 
Group and the career education sector as a whole. The 
challenges on the for-profit front came through a Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) investigation targeting 

Apollo and, later, negotiated rulemaking discussions, in 
which the ED proposed eliminating the 12 "safe harbors" 
of incentive compensation and creating a reasonable 
relationship between the cost of schools’ programs and 
graduates' expected earnings in related fields.

To close out 2009, the president then made an ironic 
selection: naming Howard A. Schmidt as his Cybersecurity 
Coordinator. Schmidt is a UoP graduate.

“On the higher level, I don’t think that the Obama 
administration’s position is compromised by (Schmidt’s) 
appointment,” said Dr. Art Keiser, Chancellor of Keiser 
University and active lobbyist for the career education 
sector. “I think they picked the right guy for the right job. 
On the other hand, there is serious concern, that there is a 
level of bias in the negotiated rulemaking process against 
career colleges.”

At best, Schmidt’s selection seems like a confusing 
choice given his background. Why the president would 
choose someone who graduated from an institution 
whose reputability his very own administration is calling 
into question could be seen as complicating his education 
platform. With the impression that his administration has 
created about Apollo and the University of Phoenix, such a 
move might not seem to be the best strategy in the public 
relations realm either.

The Unraveling
After the crowds flooded the Capitol building’s steps to 
see the president take his oath, Obama got to work. He 
began forwarding an actual agenda. While his first moves 
were to bail out the automotive and banking industries, he 
made another speedy appointment in naming Duncan his 
new Secretary of Education. Under his leadership, Apollo 
Group soon came under fire. 

In October 2009, it was announced the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) was opening an investigation 
into the Apollo Group’s accounting practices. Less than 
two months after the investigation began, the Obama 

O

Upon the announcement that Howard Schmidt had been 
appointed by the Obama administration to lead the nation’s 
Cybersecurity Office, Career College Central sought 
comment from Career College Association President Harris 
N. Miller. The following is his complete response:

“I am excited and pleased that President Obama has 
convinced my good friend Howard Schmidt, with whom I 

FrOm One presIdent 

tO anOther
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administration introduced 
Schmidt as Cybersecurity 
Coordinator. December’s 
introduction, according to 
the mainstream media, was 
significant because it ended 
a nearly yearlong search. 
President Obama has taken 
his time in appointing his 
inner circle and as far back 
as last winter, was drawing 
ire from critics for taking so 
long to surround himself 
with quality staff people.

For executives in the career 
education industry, Obama’s 
choice was significant for 
another reason. Schmidt 
holds a Bachelor’s degree 
in business administration 
and a Master’s degree in 
organizational management 
from the University of 
Phoenix and holds an 
honorary Doctorate in 
humane letters. Schmidt’s 
selection was ironic given 
the Obama administration’s 
own position toward career 
education by selecting a 
graduate from an institution with for-profit roots for an 
important government czar position.

The Department of Education has also launched what 
some for-profit sector leaders saw as an attack with its 
proposal for topics to be discussed during the negotiated 
rulemaking process. The proposed changes were to 
eliminate the 12 “safe harbors” adopted in 2002 to clarify 
a ban on incentive compensation for student recruiters. 
The "safe harbors" specify types of compensation plans 
that do not violate the ban. Other proposed changes deal 

worked closely on cybersecurity issues when I headed the 
Information Technology Association of America, to lead the 
nation’s cybersecurity efforts. Howard, who received both his 
undergraduate and graduate degrees from a private sector 
postsecondary institution, has long been in the forefront 
through Republican and Democratic administrations of 
the need to focus on securing our nation’s information 
technology infrastructure, both within government and 
within the private sector. His appointment demonstrates that 

the Obama administration is committed to finding the best 
qualified individual to serve our nation whether that person’s 
alma mater dates back to the 17th century or is in the fastest 
growing and most innovative sector of higher education. As 
Undersecretary of Education Martha Kanter said at a recent 
CCA conference, ‘It’s time people understood that nearly 
half of all students in the country are already in community 
colleges and career colleges, and the rest are in institutions 
that are in many ways becoming nontraditional.’”

with assuring the integrity 
of Ability To Benefit testing 
procedures, defining a 
high school diploma, and 
determining how institutions 
ensure gainful employment 
for their students.

The President’s education 
platform seemed especially 
off mark at this year’s Career 
College Association’s 
Investor Conference, Keiser 
said.

“If you were at the CCA 
Investor Conference, the 
Under secretary Martha 
Kanter was talking about 
how important (for-profit 
schools) were,” Keiser 
said. “At the same time, it 
appeared Bob Shireman 
(Deputy Undersecretary 
for the Department of 
Education’s External 
Affairs and Outreach at the 
Department) and his team 
were trying to harm our 
ability to serve our students. 
On the same day they were 

in the middle of negotiated rulemaking and they were 
talking about the gainful employment issue and the removal 
of safe harbors, the assistant secretary was counting 
us as the future. There’s a disconnect, I think, within the  
Obama administration.”
 
Security Situation
Schmidt was selected for another high-profile position 
by the Bush administration. After the 9/11 attacks, Bush 
chose him to be Vice Chair of the President’s Commission 
on Critical Infrastructure Protection and as the Special 

Harris N. Miller
President, Career College Association

“(schmidt’s) appointment demonstrates that 

the Obama administration is committed to 

finding the best qualified individual to serve 

our nation whether that person’s alma ma-

ter dates back to the 17th century or is in the 

fastest growing and most innovative sector of 

higher education.”

howard schmidt shakes hands with the president.
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Adviser for Cyberspace Security for the White House in 
December 2001. Two years later, Schmidt retired from the 
White House after 31 years of public service in local and 
federal government.

He is regarded by most in the internet security realm as a 
“safe” choice, not necessarily the change agent that some 
expected Obama to make. But then again, the president’s 
initial agenda has met with stark reality in his first year 
in office, the cybersecurity situation no doubt weighing 
somewhere far behind his latest healthcare battle and his 
hope to see high school and college graduation rates soar 
under his administration. Those rates continue to miss the 
marks he set. And the hope some had for his support of 
career education in order to improve the labor pool has 
also faded.

Some leaders in the for-profit education community viewed 
the move as the ED’s first step in officially challenging the 
legitimate success of career educators. Finally, it seemed, 
the sector that had grown exponentially in the last decade 
through its openness to embrace new technologies and 
learning approaches was coming under fire for growing at a 
rate faster than traditional colleges and universities. Those 
institutions were struggling mightily to entice students to 
their campuses, while, at the same time, career colleges 

are reporting landmark enrollments. In the first quarter of 
2009, Apollo Group reported its first billion dollar quarter. 
Those types of announcements draw attention, especially 
from those trying to figure out why the hallowed halls of 
more esteemed universities are struggling to keep pace.

The call for Apollo’s head has gotten stronger. In 
December, U.S. Rep. Elijah Cummings, D-Md., called for 
congressional committees with oversight over education 
and universities to investigate the University of Phoenix 
for its financial aid, admissions and recruiting practices. 
Cummings cited a recent article by ProPublica that 
alleged University of Phoenix admission representatives 
misled prospective students when it came to financial aid, 
course offerings and the ability to transfer UoP credits to  
other schools.

The ED has maintained what at best seems a skeptical 
perspective of the career education sector. Rather than 
allotting the for-profit sector respect for its success, the 
department’s notion seems to be that career colleges 
couldn’t possibly being doing as well as they claim simply 
by offering an education model that is more convenient (and 
practical) for today’s students.  So, is the SEC investigation 
an attempt from the Department of Education to see if UoP 
is a diploma mill?

The White House has officially named former Bush 
administration official and University of Phoenix graduate 
Howard A. Schmidt Cybersecurity Coordinator, after 
President Obama asserted in May that he was determined 
to "personally select" a candidate for the position. 

Schmidt is tasked with the imperative job of overseeing 
the government's protection of our nation’s computer 
systems. In a letter posted on the White House Web site 

The University of Phoenix commercial congratulating 
President Obama on his election was uploaded with the 
following description:

“Like President Obama, the students of University of 

baCkgrOund On the 

CyberseCurIty Czar

In yOutube We trust

announcing the appointment, Assistant to the President 
for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism John O. 
Brennan stated that Schmidt will have "regular access to 
the President and serve as a key member of his national 
security staff. He will also work closely with his economic 
team to ensure that our cybersecurity efforts keep the 
nation secure and prosperous." 

Schmidt’s nearly 40-year career history runs the gamut of 
defense, law enforcement and corporate security. Some 
highlights of his career prior to joining Obama’s staff 
include: Vice President and Chief Information Security 
Officer and Chief Security Strategist for eBay, Chief 
Security Strategist for the US CERT Partners Program 

Phoenix have conquered tremendous odds to achieve 
their educational goals. We salute those who have 
defied and redefined the world of education by earning 
their degrees without sacrificing their responsibilities to 
their families, jobs, and country. Join us as we honor Mr. 
President Barack Obama on his Inauguration Day.”
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The White House offered no response to Career College 
Central’s request for comment from President Obama 
regarding Schmidt’s hiring. Likewise, an interview request 
with the president about the subject did not receive a 
response. The University of Phoenix also did not respond 
to a request for comment.

Natural Selection
On the career education front, the president’s choice 
has been embraced, and not in the least bit utilized as 
political fodder for negating what has been the Obama 
administration’s crack down on for-profit education. The 
Career College Association responded to a request for 
comment by providing a statement from the organization’s 
president, Harris N. Miller (see page 26). Along with 
mentioning his friendship with Howard Schmidt when Miller 
led the Information Technology Association of America, 
Miller was complimentary of the president’s choice.

“(Schmidt’s) appointment demonstrates that the Obama 
administration is committed to finding the best qualified 
individual to serve our nation whether that person’s alma 
mater dates back to the 17th century or is in the fastest 
growing and most innovative sector of higher education,” 
Miller said. “As Undersecretary of Education Martha 
Kanter said at a recent CCA conference, ‘It’s time people 
understood that nearly half of all students in the country 
are already in community colleges and career colleges, 
and the rest are in institutions that are in many ways 
becoming nontraditional.’”

Schimdt’s selection was well received in other parts of 
the career education sector, too. Keiser said he’s heard 
nothing but support for the president’s move and that he 
didn’t believe the Obama administration was a singularly 
focused administration, out to get career educators.

for the National Cyber Security Division, Department of 
Homeland Security, Vice Chair of the President's Critical 
Infrastructure Protection Board and as the Special Adviser 
for Cyberspace Security for the Bush administration, 
Chief Security Officer for Microsoft Corp., Supervisory 
Special Agent and Director of the Air Force Office of 
Special Investigations (AFOSI) Computer Forensic Lab 
and Computer Crime and Information Warfare Division, 
head of the FBI Computer Exploitation Team,  city police 
officer with the Chandler Police Department in Arizona, 
and in active duty and civil service with the U.S. Air Force 
and U.S. Army Reserves.

Additionally, Schmidt serves as the International President 

of the Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) 
and was the first President of the Information Technology 
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ITISAC). He 
is a former executive board member of the International 
Organization of Computer Evidence, has served as a 
board member for the CyberCrime Advisory Board of the 
National White Collar Crime Center, and Co-Chairman of 
the Federal Computer Investigations Committee. He was 
an augmented member to the President's Committee of 
Advisors on Science and Technology, has testified before 
congressional committees on computer security and 
cyber crime, and has been instrumental in the creation 
of public and private partnerships and information  
sharing initiatives.

“I was thrilled, but the fact is we have people all over the 
country – all over the world – with the growth of especially 
graduate schools of higher education that are in the sector,” 
Keiser said. “We see people in a lot of high-level positions 
because of the ease of taking courses online or because of 
the (flexible) scheduling, which most traditional institutions 
don’t have. We are getting some very significant, serious 
high-level people in our programs. Schmidt is another fine 
example of that."

“Phoenix gets a lot of criticism, but you’re not getting it from 
the students. They have had employees who are looking 
to make a buck through the whistleblower process, but for 
the most part, anybody you talk to who has been a Phoenix 
student – at least, I have – have been pleased and find that 
they have a rigorous academic experience. It’s different, 
but I’ve not heard the students complaining especially at 
the graduate school level.”

"If the University of Phoenix is a diploma mill, the Obama 
administration made a poor choice. Actually, the argument 
could be made that Obama himself made a poor choice. 
According to a report from The Huffington Post, quoting 
an official within the Obama organization,  ' … Obama was 
personally involved in the selection process and chose 
Schmidt after an extensive search because of his unique 
background and skills. Schmidt will have regular and 
direct access to the President for cybersecurity issues, the  
official said.'

The president has placed the nation’s cybersecurity safety 
in the hands of someone technically with ties to the for-profit 
sector. Whether the choice is ironic or not, the decision 
was made after his careful review. Schmidt is a Phoenix, 
and thanks to his education and qualifications, he’s risen 
about as high as someone in his position can go. ■
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rior to joining the world of education 
technology in higher education, I spent a 
few years at the American Productivity and 
Quality Center. We conducted benchmarking 
studies on all business processes within 

education, including projects on student recruitment, 
online learning and assessing learning outcomes. I’ll 
never forget the project on assessing learning outcomes 
where an entire day was spent trying to define the 
customer. Needless to say, the consortium was made 
up of 30 traditional, nonprofit institutions.

After countless meetings like that, I found it refreshing 
to work with for-profit colleges and universities. These 
institutions clearly know that the customer is the student 
and are constantly innovating to improve the customer/
student experience.

With this assumption, the key question becomes, “How 
do we improve the student experience?” As one career 
college CEO said, “Anything we do to improve the 
customer experience tends to drop directly to our bottom 
line.” The rationale was that improving the experience 
on the front end drives more enrollments and improves 
overall retention during their academic career.

So, if everyone is operating with this mindset, how 
come we aren’t seeing every for-profit college making 
significant strides in bettering the student experience?

My hypothesis is this: In order to better improve the 
experience for any customer, schools need to readily 
be able to access all data and information about that 
student. While that sounds simple, it rarely happens 
in today’s education market because the data resides 
in so many places. Disparate systems collect different 
pieces of information about your customer throughout 
their experience with your institution, but rarely is that 
data and information easily accessible. And, too many 
times if it is accessible, it’s difficult to get to it in a  
timely manner. 

Knowing Your Customer
As we all think about the type of customers that are 
attracted to for-profit colleges, research indicates that 
these students are typically nontraditional learners. They 
like the flexibility that comes with career education. The 
challenge is that each of your competitors knows this 
as well, and is bombarding them with information about 
their programs. In order to really serve these students 
during the admissions process, each of you needs to dig 
deeper to understand your successful customer profile. 

P
How do you start to build the profile of 
a successful student at your school?
The challenge with creating a clear picture of your 
customer is rarely a lack of data, but more often how to 
wade through the abundance of data you have collected 
over the years. Most schools have a minimum of five 
systems that house various data elements about a 
particular student. Chances are within those systems, 
there are at least two that make it extremely difficult to 
access the information.

The good news for career college executives is that 
advances in technology are making it easier to collect all 
the student lifecycle data in a central repository and paint 
a complete picture of a student. If you can pull information 
from the time your institution touches someone as a 
prospect through their application, enrollment, financial 
aid packaging, academic career and then their job 
placement, you can start to get a better understanding of 
what makes your customers successful at your school. 
In a market that has been stagnant for quite some time, 
there is a major need to simplify student management 
processes. Schools shouldn’t have to adopt numerous 
disparate product suites to achieve their goals – this 
only leads to costly and time consuming integrations, 
and often significant IT infrastructure requirements.

Leveraging the Information
So, how can career colleges best leverage this information 
to achieve that sought after student experience?

Step One: Report on student activity from prospect 
to placement in order to support decisions
•  By enabling career colleges to easily create reports 

on their own, they can analyze the data that is most 
important to their particular college, for example, 
student outcomes. This allows them to make decisions 
faster and adapt to an information era more efficiently.

Step Two: Monitor student inflection points
•  By analyzing student communications with faculty and 

the school, career colleges can better gauge learning 
abilities and styles to determine exactly when, where 
and how each student can be most successful. 

Step Three: Deliver education where and when
students want it
•  By tracking student enrollments and preferences, 

career colleges can adapt offerings and formats, and 
increase or decrease programs to better meet demand.

There is tremendous opportunity for career colleges to 
gain deeper insight into a student’s learning abilities, 
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Justin McMorrow has spent his career working with 
institutions to build and grow successful programs.  
He is currently Senior Vice President and Co-Founder 
of TopSchool, Inc., which provides a robust Student 
Lifecycle Management (SLM) system that enables 
student-centric institutions to access, manage and 
report on student information from prospect to 

placement. Justin can be reached at justinm@topschoolinc. 

preferences and outcomes, so the college can best 
meet a particular student’s needs and the student can 
maximize the education experience. Career colleges 
should have access to the tools and information that 
can help them derive a complete picture of each unique 
student in order to attract and retain the student through 
successful program completion.

At the end of the day, what is the “purpose” 
of all of this?

The student consumer shift should be driving career 
colleges to take action – to deliver education when and 
where students want it, to monitor student inflection 
points, and to report on student information from 
prospect to placement. 

To quote Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, President Emeritus 
and Professor of Public Services at George Washington 
University, in the Jan. 3, 2010 edition of The New York 
Times ("Are They Students? Or Customers?"), “They 
[students] are investing time and money with a purpose 
in mind. The school that does not serve that purpose 
will not survive.”

Take it 
from our 
clients: 
Partner with 

PlattForm Advertising 

for noteworthy results.

To find out more about 

Website Marketing and 
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PlattForm Ad.com 
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Advertising

marketing@plattformad.com

While the general reference in the article was to traditional 
MBA students, it’s not a stretch of the imagination 
at all to draw the parallels among the career college  
student consumer.

Schools that leverage information to make decisions 
and deliver a unique learning experience can provide 
the highest quality service at a value – “the purpose.” 

It’s these schools that will be able to recruit the 
types of students who will be most successful 
in their program, quickly launch new programs, 
and tailor offerings and delivery modes. These 
schools will be more competitive, see increased 
enrollments, and ultimately, graduate more students. ■
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CCA

F ights
BACK
The Career College Associat ion refuses to s tand idle whi le news 
outlets take shots at career education  kevin kuzma        |    editor
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BACK

n case you haven’t been following the latest 
news, the Career College Association (CCA) has 
been doing it for you.

The organization’s media monitors are working 
overtime in recent months. As career educa-
tion has been facing intense scrutiny from the 
Department of Education, the sector’s profile 
has been raised as well in media outlets of all 
sizes. And the word, for the most part, has not  

been complimentary.

Many reports have cast the entire career education busi-
ness in a negative light, to put it lightly, accusing the sec-
tor of a range of transgressions, from monopolizing Pell 
Grant funds to being a flat-out wrong option for students 
also considering an education at a traditional college or 
university.

At times using strong, direct language, CCA has taken 
an aggressive stance and fired back at individual re-
ports. Responses have retargeted major – and some not 
so major – daily newspapers, calling out journalists di-
rectly for inaccurate, off base, and “elitist” news reports. 
From Facebook to The Dayton Daily Journal, the retorts 
inherently show the sector has a strong backing from its 
largest membership organization.

“The Career College Association has been very active in 
responding to newspaper articles and blog posts we feel 
to be unfair, unbalanced and/or just plain wrong, in ad-
dition to producing the positive story about our sector,” 
said Bob Cohen, Senior Vice President of the Career 
College Association. “We feel that we owe a vigorous 
response not just to represent our members but to speak 
for the 2.7 million students in career education. Unfor-
tunately, oftentimes the 'tail wags the dog' in reporting 
about this sector, with writers using the views of a dis-
gruntled student or two to impeach the entire sector and 
its student body.”

Cohen said CCA sees the need to reintroduce a differ-
ing perspective into these discussions, be it through 
letters to the editor, blog responses or using other 
communications outlets. He also added that reaction 
from CCA members to the organizations tough com-
munications effort to set the record straight has been  
“uniformly positive.”

Despite a growth explosion and an educational ap-
proach that seems to be in tune with today’s learners, 
career colleges are continuing to get beat up in industry-

wide exposes. The animosity is coming from all direc-
tions, not just from the usual naysayers within four-year 
institutions or the government, who have a platform that 
involves railing on career education. But the negative 
takes have intensified and so has the vehemence. Cohen 
said there is undoubtedly something larger behind the  
current reporting.

“We are witnessing a historic shift in higher education,” 
Cohen said. “Systemic change is never easy or accepted 
lightly. The fact that our detractors do not like the change 
and will likely continue to make their biases known in no 
way diminishes the value of career education or our need 
to speak out for the sector and its students.”

The following excerpts from CCA’s recent retorts show 
exactly how the organization is speaking out for career 
colleges and supplying a much needed voice to what are 
often baseless accusations and misreporting.

RESPONDING TO THE DENVER POST’S 
ATTACK ON FOR-PROFIT EDUCATION
CCA blasted out the following response to reporter Al-
lison Sherry’s piece “As for-profit colleges flourish, fo-
cus turns to grads’ success and debt,” appearing in The 
Denver Post. 

“Jobs, jobs, jobs. The mantra of the country. Career prep-
aration. Career preparation. Career preparation. The 
mantra of career colleges. Yet that is virtually impossible 
to discern reading Allison Sherry’s article on the most 
rapidly growing sector of higher education, career col-
leges. U.S. higher education is at an inflection point, with 
a global economy and U-shaped recession putting un-
precedented pressure on Americans to gain the kind of 
new skills and abilities available only in a postsecondary 
setting. Unfortunately, no matter how much some elitists 
wish it were otherwise, the bowling ball won’t fit through 
the straw. Demand for college far exceeds supply in our 
traditional system, designed for another era. States are 
slashing higher education funding and selective public 
and private liberal arts colleges remain primarily focused 
on those students most able to perform—and afford—pri-
vate school tuitions.

“The inflection point is occurring because Americans 
from all walks of life, not just those on easy street, need 
a higher education, and, with over 10 percent unemploy-
ment and a huge skills mismatch, they need it fast. Gov-
ernment is no longer able to meet the need with highly 
subsidized public education.  The fork in our economic 
road, recognized in President Obama’s 2020 challenge 
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to return the U.S. to the top ranking in the world, requires 
new thinking and real alternatives.

“For-profit education, where students, not taxpayers, 
pay the bulk of costs for education, is attuned to the 
marketplace, focused on jobs and careers, tested in the 
court of public opinion, and validated by the sheer weight 
of numbers. This year, 2.7 million students enrolled in 
career colleges, a number that represents double digit 
growth while other sectors of higher education have re-
mained essentially flat.

“Why do career college students prefer career college? 
They find an educational experience and learning envi-
ronment that justifies the expense. Many have been to 
community college in previous academic careers. They 
know that the cheaper is often not better. When it comes 
to incentives for filling seats, critics often have the eco-
nomic logic ex-
actly backwards. 
Public institutions 
make budgets by 
filling enrollment 
quotas, not grad-
uation metrics. 
Most career col-
leges, on the other 
hand, must meet 
specific gradua-
tion and career 
placement rates 
to remain eligible 
for Title IV student 
aid programs. As a 
result, they focus on the success of each student. That 
no doubt explains why two-year graduation rates for ca-
reer college students top 60 percent, while community 
colleges graduate just over 26 percent of their students.

“But at the end of the day, explaining why a career col-
lege is not like the University of Colorado or Colorado 
College is ultimately beside the point. We all agree that 
students deserve a quality education. America’s accred-
ited for-profit institutions have zero tolerance for false 
dealing, empty promises, shoddy education or other 
abuses that, unfortunately, pop up in both the for-profit 
and not-for-profit higher education (anyone want to dis-
cuss seriously “amateur” college football, for example, 
in which coaches get paid millions).  The exception does 
not prove the rule, no matter where it is found. Rather, 
it is the steady compilation of facts that people can see, 
hear and believe that constitute economic reality. In the 

realm of higher education, these are facts about student 
persistence, graduation, placement, satisfaction. For a 
growing number of Americans, relevance, accountability 
and value in higher education are the only acceptable 
alternative, one found only in a career education class-
room.”

TAKING DOWN THE CHRONICLE OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION
Beneath the headline “For-Profit Colleges Benefit Capi-
talize on Pell Grant Revenue, on Jan. 4, The Chronicle of 
Higher Education published a chart that showed career 
college students utilized more Pell Grant funds than stu-
dents from traditional colleges and universities.

“We note with interest the out of context and apropos of 
essentially nothing Chronicle Financial Data chart titled 
'For-Profit Colleges Capitalize on Pell Grant Revenue.' So 

what? The distribu-
tion of Pell Grants 
to career college 
students reflects 
the fact that career 
colleges educate a 
significantly higher 
percentage of eco-
nomically disad-
vantaged students 
than do most other 
sectors. The distri-
bution is also dis-
torted by the low 
proportion of com-
munity college stu-

dents receiving such grants due to their low application 
rates for federal student aid.
 
“Over 62 percent of the students at for-profit schools 
(nearly 71 at two-year schools) are either below or at the 
poverty level or at 200 percent of the poverty level. In 
comparison, 32 percent of public four-year, 41 percent of 
public two-year and 29 percent of private nonprofit stu-
dents, respectively, are in the same economic situation. 
While almost all career college students apply for federal 
student aid, including Pell grants for those eligible, only 
57 percent of community college students apply for Fed-
eral student aid. Adjusting the distribution of Pell grants 
so that the community college share is based on the ap-
plication rate of career students would result in the com-
munity college sector receiving 52 percent and not the 
30 percent of Pell grants. So simplify FAFSA and have 
community colleges provide more assistance to their stu-

At times using strong, direct 
language, CCA has taken an 
aggressive stance and fired 
back at individual reports.
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dents in completing their application. Do not implicitly 
criticize our sector for doing right by our students.

“To be particularly helpful (apparently), the Chronicle 
notes the proprietary schools represent six percent of 
students in higher education but claim 20 percent of Pell 
Grant money. First, most people agree the six percent 
figure for our sector is low, especially if one looks at year 
round starts, not just September starts (the agriculture 
age is over). We are closer to ten percent and growing 
rapidly. If not the career college sector, who will provide 
non-traditional students with the skills and abilities they 
need to compete in a 21st century workforce? The only 
option is community colleges, now strapped for funds 
and cutting programs. Certainly not traditional colleges 
and universities. Why not show a companion chart that 
indicates America’s top 20 schools educate just .7 per-
cent of students and, because they largely serve the 
nation’s wealthiest families, draw just .002 percent of  
Pell dollars?”

SHADY SCHOOLS?
The following excerpt was  taken from a letter to the edi-
tor authored by CCA President and CEO Harris Miller 
sent to and published by the Dayton Daily News re-
garding a Dec. 7 editorial “Financial aid too available to 
shady schools,” suggesting for-profit colleges are the 
beneficiary of too much financial aid.

"Your editorial erroneously suggests career colleges are 
receiving the most amount of federal aid in the higher-
education sector.
 
“Students, not colleges, 
receive federal aid and 
then make informed choic-
es about how to spend it.
 
“The schools they attend 
are overseen by the feder-
al and state governments 
and federally recognized 
accrediting bodies.
 
“Economically disadvan-
taged students use Pell 
Grants to pay for higher ed-
ucation because they need 
job skills and education in 
the 21st-century economy, 
especially with today’s 
downturn.

“They view career colleges as the most direct path to 
reaching their goals.

“Career colleges also help students maximize federal 
benefits; community colleges do not.
 
“More than 40 percent of students at two-year public in-
stitutions leave Pell grants to which they are legally en-
titled on the table.
 
“More than 60 percent of students in two-year programs 
at career colleges receive their degrees.
 
“The 38 percent for-profit median graduation rate quoted 
in the editorial is flawed. That figure is based on a calcu-
lation of 'first-time, full-time' students, which is how the 
government does its calculation, though more than 50 
percent of today’s students do not fall into this category. 

“Students enter for-profit institutions offering four-year 
degrees with various motivations, perhaps gaining a cer-
tificate or two-year degree.
 
“Reporting a median graduation rate without including 
those with previous postsecondary experience or who 
seek less than four-year degrees is misleading.
 
“Your editorial concludes that for most students seek-
ing ‘college-level programs,’ traditional schools are ‘a  
better bet.’”
 

“A better bet how? Not based 
on much better graduation 
and career placement rates 
from career colleges, out-
comes not even measured 
by traditional institutions. 

“The more than 2.5 million 
career college students ob-
taining middle-class opportu-
nity through job specific edu-
cation and training tailored to 
their lifestyles are putting their 
chips on the right square. 

R. David Rankin, the execu-
tive director of the Ohio As-
sociation of Career Colleges 
and Schools, also offers a 
response to the Dayton Daily 
News piece.” ■

“Your editorial 
concludes that for 

most students seeking 
‘college-level programs,’ 
traditional schools are 
‘a better bet.’ A better 

bet how?”

A letter to the editor of the Dayton Daily News 
authored by CCA President and CEO Harris Miller.
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am a weekend warrior, a semi-out of shape 
jock in my 40s that runs out onto a soccer 
field once or twice a week to desperately try 
and turn back the clock. Asking a middle-aged 
body to athletically perform like a 20-year-
old’s is either delusional or just plain dumb. 

None the less, that’s what many weekend warriors do. 

I developed this chronic sore knee. My doc prescribed 
some pain relief medicine and rest, but the pain kept 
returning. Out of desperation, I went to a renowned 
sports rehab chiropractor. He reviewed my knee and 
declared it was OK but the real problem was a tiny 
ligament on the bottom of my foot. What? That totally 
didn’t make sense. Yet, he patiently took me through 
what I later realized was a Kaizen Root Cause Analysis 
called “The Five Levels of Why.”

Here’s how it worked out:

Issue: The inside of my knee is really sore 
•  Why? Because there was undue strain on that area.
•  Why? Because after running for awhile, my left ankle 

started collapsing slightly inward.
•  Why is that an issue? Because if the foot doesn’t 

support weight evenly, body parts, such as parts of 
weekend-warrior knees, get badly stressed.

•  Why is my ankle turning in? Because it’s supported by 
crummy, middle-aged ligaments.

•  Why is this an issue? The ligaments of middle-aged 
jocks don’t rebound once they’re stretched.

So, this little old ligament under my ankle wasn’t 
stretching back, creating a world of pressure on my 
ankle and a world of hurt on my calf muscles, my knee, 
and as it turned out, a hamstring, too.  

An easy problem to fix in my foot, in turn, saved my 
knee joint. 

"Why" is a Bottomless Pit
Asking “Why?” relentlessly on most issues can generate 
frustration. However, in business, the word “why” can 
be used as a valuable catalyst in getting to the root 
cause of a business challenge. Attacking a root cause 
versus a symptom will help you focus energy and 
resources where they should actually be focused. This, 
in turn, allows many symptomatic issues to naturally 
resolve over time.

Companies such as Toyota and Sony use a continuous 
improvement process called Kaizen where the word 

why is at the center of all conversations. Enrollment 
Resources has taken the Kaizen process and organized 
it for higher education.

Why should you keep reading this article? Because 
I’m going to run you through a couple of case studies,  
that’s why.

Buying Internet Leads?

Issue: Google AdWords costs are  
increasing dramatically
•  Why? More schools are running their own paid search 

campaigns. Also, more portals are entering the market.
•  Why? To predominantly young people who are 

searching for information on schools.
•  Why? Young people don’t consume traditional media 

such as print and TV like they used to.  
•  Why? Because Web 2.0 has turned the information 

consumption habits of people on their ear. Facebook, 
Twitter, discussion forums, texting and peer review 
phone downloads have emerged as the information 
gathering tools of those primarily 40 and under. Search 
engines have been adopted as mainstream by folks in 
their 60s and younger.

•  Why is this important? Old-fashioned traditional 
advertising doesn’t fit well into these new information 
streams. The underpinning of social media, search 
engines, phone communication is referral versus 
interruption advertising. The market has now become 
a giant, systemized, turbo charged referral network. 
Why go to a newspaper to look at restaurant ads 
when you can go to a peer-reviewed iPhone applet 
such as Yelp!; and get better information for your  
buying decision?

•  Why is this relevant? Going forward, if the market is 
driven by referral marketing, you can't use interruption 
advertising tactics that effectively. You need a small, 
easy consumable offering with viral qualities that 
can be referred around to many people. With these  
offerings, you can fit into the massive social media 
infrastructures in a seamless manner. 

As a school leader, you can haggle with your Internet 
portal, use small tactics to improve your Google 
AdWords performance, or get strategic and actually 
create a mini-offering that will excite large groups of 
people through referral to try out. An example: MIT 
has a free, no strings Math 101 course you can take, 
complete with three university credits. What a deal, 
right? At Enrollment Resources, we give away $500 in 
complimentary performance improvement planning with 
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no strings attached. It has a viral quality and the offer 
moves around all over the place via referral. You can 
do this, too.

Placement Marketing

Issue: Many recent graduates are not getting 
placed, creating all kinds of problems for career 
oriented programs
•  Why? Grads are getting placed for interviews, but all 

of a sudden they are competing with and losing out to 
an influx of 50-year-olds with tons of experience and 
skill who will now work for lower wages.

•  Why? Two reasons: with the past recession, mid and 
late-career folks were unceremoniously laid off and/or 
half their retirement savings were obliterated. These 
unemployed folks will do whatever it takes to feed 
their families and survive, having weathered a couple 
of major recessions in the past.

•  Why so many of these folks? Because it appears 
this is a jobless recovery with many million of jobs 
apparently lost for good as Western economies 
reorganize.

•  Why reorganize? If the U.S. doesn’t get lean, its 
peoples' standard of living will drop significantly.

Gregg Meiklejohn is co-founder of Enrollment 
Resources Inc. www.EnrollmentResources.
com. Enrollment Resources is a performance 
improvement company with subject expertise in 
Enrollment Management. He can be reached at 
gregg@enrollmentresources.com

Wow, what to do? It is clear that those in school must 
be prepared for a new reality. Schools must take more 
responsibility in deeply understanding the nuances of 
employers' needs, in turn making its curriculum relevant 
for the needs of today’s employers. Students have to be 
prepared for alternate employment scenarios such as 
"portfolio employment." 

So, you can whine about placement rates or tweak 
your product offering to fit the harsh reality of today’s 
employment environment.

Fix root causes and several issues can often clear up 
naturally. The five levels of why root cause analysis 
is a prominent feature in the Kaizen Continuous 
Improvement Process. So get out there and ask why, 
why, why? ■
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Association and Past President of the Michigan Association of Career 

keys, nameplates, email setup and so much more. You 
can’t anticipate every need, but at least the very basics 
can – and must – be anticipated, with systems that can 
accommodate expansion. This is especially important if your 
company is transitioning from a single-campus to a multi- 
campus operation.

Infrastructure. As more people are continually brought into 
your organization, old departments grow, new departments 
are formed, subdepartments are created and, before you 
know it, the entire company takes on a totally new atmosphere. 
This can be a good thing, as long as your reorganizations 
are carefully planned. Make sure you get input from trusted 
individuals before restructuring your firm. Carefully monitor 
the effect of these changes and be ready to make any 
modifications quickly.

Don’t forget about your current staff. It’s likely you have 
people that have been with your company for 10, 15 or even 
20 years or more. Don’t lose sight of the loyalty these people 
have provided and the key roles they played in enabling your 
company to reach this point. Remember them, acknowledge 
them, praise them, involve them.

Other considerations. Generally speaking, growth 
necessitates developing rules and systems, oftentimes in 
areas where they were never needed before. As the staff gets 
larger, the need for training in all areas becomes paramount. 
Policies and procedures manuals must be created and 
updated regularly. All staff members must know the answer 
to the question, “Who do I call when?” And, if your growth is 
attributed to a recent acquisition or an infusion of cash from a 
private equity firm, say good-bye to any shred of sentimentality.

Even though growth comes not without its share of challenges 
and difficulties, we must remind ourselves that this is what we 
said we wanted. Most of us agree that transitioning from a 
mom-and-pop shop to a genuine, formidable corporate entity 
is worth the effort. ■

It’s truly gratifying to have watched the growth and maturation 
of the school industry, particularly over the past 10-15 years. 
This growth is evidenced by well over a dozen publicly 
traded education companies, the investment of billions of 
private equity dollars in our sector, countless mergers and 
acquisitions, and good old-fashioned organic growth.

Successful business people constantly strive to make their 
businesses bigger, better and stronger. The good news is that 
the momentum for continued growth in our sector appears 
to be in full force (notwithstanding the ever present pressure 
from our enemies). But even good things bring their own set of 
challenges, growing companies included.

Think about it. How many things do we take for granted in 
a small company? Corporate culture, how to use the copy 
machine and where we keep the Post-it note pads are but three 
examples. Small companies tend to be friendly environments, 
where all workers have intimate knowledge of each other’s 
personalities, interests, families, etc. This scenario, for the 
most part, is sustainable until the company roster numbers 50 
or 60, at which time that intimacy begins to erode, little by little, 
regardless of how hard you resist.

Here are some things for growing companies to consider:

Formalized HR functions. A company with 50 or more 
employees must have at least one staff member devoted 
to human resources. Unrelenting questions come forth 
about health insurance, 401(k), vacation and other benefits. 
Additional compliance issues, including the Americans with 
Disabilities and Family Leave Acts, become mandatory as 
well. The real eye-opener is when your employees walk in to 
the HR department holding a copy of the employee manual. 
That’s when you say, “We’re not a small company anymore.”

Physical Plant. Growing companies require bigger phone 
systems, new computer systems and additional office 
space. What’s more, your employees need chairs, desks, 

Jonathan liebman
Chairman and CEO 

Specs Howard School of 
Broadcast Arts

Colleges & Schools. In 2005, Liebman was appointed by Governor 
Jennifer Granholm to the Michigan Higher Education Assistance 
Authority. Contact him at jliebman@specshoward.edu.

MANAGING GROWth
how to handle bigger, better schools
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figures by stating that “for-profit schools enroll substantially 
more borrowers and defaulters than their share of enrollment 
would suggest.” The proprietary sector’s share of borrowers 
to share of enrollment ratio is 3.52, far exceeding the other 
sectors whose ratios range from 0.37 at public two-year to 
1.85 at private two-year institutions; whereas its share of 
defaulters to share of borrowers’ ratio is 1.77, exceeding 
that of the other sectors whose ratios range from 0.54 at 
private four-year NFP to 1.38 at public two-year institutions. 
These figures are illustrated in Figure 1, but they do not 
tell the entire story of CDRs because the proprietary sector 
also enrolls a disproportionately higher share of students 
with demographic characteristics that make them more 
likely to default. 

tudent loan cohort default rates (CDR) have 
important policy implications for proprietary 
education. CDRs play a vital role in 
postsecondary education because schools must 

meet certain CDR standards to remain eligible for Title IV 
programs, which provide federal financial aid for students. 
In other words, if an institution fails to meet the established 
standards, then its students will not be eligible to receive 
federal grants or loans to finance their education. This 
would be the kiss of death in most cases. 

An institution or sector’s CDR is the ratio of the number 
of students who defaulted on their loan within a given 
period to the number of students who entered repayment 
during that same period.   To be considered in default, a 
borrower must not have made a loan payment for 270 days 
if monthly payments are required, or 330 days if payments 
are scheduled on a less frequent basis.  This generous 
definition gives students in repayment a considerable 
buffer against defaulting, yet CDRs have risen considerably 
in recent years and are highest in the proprietary sector. 
Critics have a right to be upset about data which revealed 
that more than one in five proprietary students defaulted on 
their student loan within three years of entering repayment. 
Still, a closer examination of the evidence suggests that 
proprietary education’s CDRs are not as bad as they 
appear in the headlines.  

Upcoming Policy Changes and Trial Data
Currently, two-year cohort default rates determine a loss 
of eligibility for federal financial aid programs if a school’s 
CDR is greater than 40 percent in a given year, or exceeds 
25 percent for three consecutive years. If an institution has 
a CDR above 25 percent in a single year, then it is placed 
on provisional status, meaning that it needs to clean up 
its act. Beginning in 2012, three-year CDRs will go into 
effect, with the 40 percent single year rule remaining 
intact. However, a CDR will have to exceed 30 percent 
for three consecutive years to lose Title IV eligibility, with 
single year provisional status kicking in with a showing 
of 30 percent.  In anticipation of the upcoming regulatory 
change, the Department of Education (ED) released trial 
data last December on three-year student loan cohort 
defaults for the 2005-2007 fiscal years. This data will 
not be used to determine official eligibility for federal aid 
programs, but are intended to provide institutions with 
a perspective of where they would stand if the changes 
were to be implemented now. 

When the data was aggregated, it revealed that the 2007 
three-year CDR among proprietary institutions was 21.2 
percent, much higher than the rates reported for the other 
sectors:  16.2 percent for both public and private not-
for-profit, two-year schools, and 7.1 and 6.3 percent for 
public and private not-for-profit (NFP) four-year schools, 
respectively.  One policy analyst responded to the CDR 

Figure 1: 3-yr and 2-yr CDRs, Share of Enrollment, 
borrowers and Defaulters, by Sector, 2007
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What Leads to High Cohort Default Rates?

An August 2009 report from the General Accountability 
Office (GAO) indicated that high borrower default 
rates are closely linked to low family income, parental 
education, student age and loan amounts.   Moreover, 
statistical models computed by BridgeSpan Financial 
indicate that the most important factor in explaining the 
variation in CDRs is mainly “the degree to which an 
institution collected and reported information about its 
student body.” This variable was found to account for 
more than one-third of the variation in CDRs. Other 
important explanatory variables (in order of influence) 
included the percentage of students receiving a Pell 
Grant, degree levels offered and institutional factors 
such as profit status.   

Overall, the students attracted to proprietary institutions 
have much lower family incomes, parents with lower 
levels of education, tend to be older, and take out more 
debt than their public and private NFP counterparts – 
making them more likely to default on their student loans 
regardless of the type of institution they attend. According 
to the GAO report, the annual median family income of 
proprietary education students in 2004 was $24,300, 
which pales in comparison to the $40,400 and $49,200 
median family incomes of public and private NFP sector 
students, respectively. Only 37 percent of proprietary 
sector students had parents with an Associate degree or 

higher in 2004, whereas the rates for public and private 
NFP were 52 and 61 percent, respectively. The majority 
of students attending propriety schools (56 percent) 
were above age 25, whereas only 35 and 38 percent 
of public and private NFP students were older than 25.  
The College Board reported that the median loan debt 
of borrowers at bachelor degree granting proprietary 
institutions was $32,653 in 2007-08, whereas similar 
public and private not-for-profit students had lower debt 
levels of $17,700 and $22,375, respectively.  

As I noted in an article for the November/December 
issue of this magazine, proprietary schools enroll a much 
higher percentage of federal grant recipients (as well as 
minority students) than the other sectors.  Because the 
proprietary sector attracts a greater share of the most 
at-risk students, it is also more closely scrutinized than 
traditional institutions that enroll mostly low-risk students 

who come from more affluent and educated families. 

Rebutting Criticism of the Proprietary Sector’s High CDR
Some critics use the low-income and working-class status 
of the proprietary sector students to question whether 
such high-risk students should enroll in proprietary 
schools and risk accumulating a heap of debt,  or if they 
might be better served enrolling in less expensive public 
institutions. Such criticisms neglect the possibility that 
proprietary schools often offer services sought by these 
students such as flexible scheduling, career-focused 
training and a shorter time to degree. It also incorrectly 
assumes that such students would experience a better 
outcome if they attended a public institution. The 
empirical evidence mentioned above does not support  
this claim.

 Other critics contend that the open admission policies 
of many proprietary schools have resulted in unqualified 
students enrolling who get little benefit from the education, 
leading to onerous debt loads and high default rates.  
This argument is not applicable to the entire sector, 
nor is it restricted to it. Many graduates of proprietary 
schools do not default on their student loans (nearly 
four out of five) and do in fact go on to earn a decent 
standard of living. This hardly suggests an epidemic 
failure on the part of proprietary institutions. The high 
CDRs of low-cost community colleges, which attract a 
similar student demographic as proprietary schools and 

generally also have open admission policies, suggests 
that the outcomes do not improve much by sector. In fact, 
completion rates at community colleges are significantly 
lower than every other sector. And because unqualified 
students are not likely to gain admission to a four-year 
school, and would likely experience a similar outcome 
if they did, they are limited in choice to schools with an 
open admissions policy. By suggesting that such students 
should be barred from enrolling in an open admissions 
institution is essentially denying the right of an individual 
(assuming that he/she willingly enrolls and is aware of 
the risks involved) to make a decision that may improve 
his/her career and life prospects. 

Books Shouldn’t be Judged by their Cover
The empirical evidence suggests that books should not 
be judged by their cover – in this case the 21.2 percent 
three-year sector CDR.  There are many exemplary 

“Proprietary education’s high CDR does not reflect the fact that many proprietary 
institutions are performing just as well as, if not better than, highly regarded public and 
private NFP institutions, nor does it reflect that the sector enrolls a relatively high proportion 
of students with characteristics that make them more likely to default.”
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examples of proprietary institutions performing at or 
above par with respect to their public and private NFP 
counterparts. In fact, 373 proprietary institutions had a 
three-year CDR less than or equal to the overall industry 
rate of 11.8 percent, with 198 of these having a CDR 
less than the public four-year sector rate of 7.1 percent. 
There are also 49 private NFP and 38 public four-year 
institutions with a three-year CDR above the proprietary 
sector aggregated rate of 21.2 percent. 

In addition, several proprietary institutions with large 
enrollments, such as Grand Canyon University, Walden 
University and American Public University, sport around 
a 3 percent CDR, and Capella University exhibits a 5.5 
percent CDR. All four of these institutions have a CDR 
equal to or less than the highly regarded Ohio State 
University – a public institution. With nearly 400,000 
students, the primarily online University of Phoenix 
has a CDR comparable to the largest public institution 
in the nation – Miami Dade College.  This evidence 
hardly suggests that high CDRs are intrinsic to the  
proprietary sector. 

Act Before Acted Upon
Proprietary education’s high CDR does not reflect the 
fact that many proprietary institutions are performing 
just as well as, if not better than, highly regarded public 
and private NFP institutions, nor does it reflect that the 
sector enrolls a relatively high proportion of students 
with characteristics that make them more likely to 
default. However, the fact that more than one in five 
proprietary education students defaulted on their loans 
within three years does not rest well with the American 
public or policy makers. Proprietary institutions should 
take the initiative to lead the way towards improving 
their educational value so that students, especially those 
who are most likely to default on loans, can afford to 
undertake career training opportunities that will provide 
them with the skills needed to earn a decent standard of 
living and make a contribution to society. Continued poor 
performance in this important policy metric will result in 
some schools losing eligibility for federal financial aid, 
but it may also lead to policy makers being pressured to 
impose stricter regulations aimed to protect consumers 
that may arrive with unintended consequences such 
as price controls or reduced access for underqualified 
students. In other words, the proprietary education 
sector needs to act before it is acted upon. ■
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so, think of your resume as an advertisement – a well-written 
ad designed to get the reader to call you for an interview.

differentiability on your resume as a tagline in your 
profile and illustrate the results of your talents in the 
employment section of your resume. 

Take inventory of your contributions
If you are like most people, you have underestimated 
your value in the employment market and do not enjoy 
the thought of selling anything, let alone yourself. And, 
like most people, you may not fully realize the depth 
of skills, accomplishments and expertise you have  
to offer. 

The first step is to take inventory of your contributions to 
your employer. Ask yourself these key questions: What 
have I done to help my employer make money, save 
money, save time, make work easier, solve a specific 
problem, be more competitive, be more efficient, build 
relationships with customers, expand the business, 
attract new customers or retain customers. The 
outcome of this exercise will lead you directly to your 
success stories, otherwise known as accomplishments. 

Most employers and recruiters prefer reverse
chronology formats
Choosing the best format for your particular background 
and situation is yet another important factor to be 

considered. What seems appropriate for one person 
may not necessarily present you in the best light, 
depending upon your particular employment history. 

If you have a progressive history and plan to continue in 
your profession, a reverse chronological format works 
to your advantage. However, if you are changing your 
career, consider using a hybrid format that features 
your transferable skill sets in the first section of your 
resume, followed by your employment history. 

Typically, functional style resumes are not well received 
by employers and recruiters. They automatically 
assume you have something to hide, and will find it 
difficult to glean the information they are seeking. 
Overall, functional formats make it difficult to know 
what experience you had and where you had it.  

Assess your resume’s overall impact and 
minimize pitfalls

s your resume ready for prime time if you get 
an unexpected call from a recruiter? You never 
know when you will be contacted by a recruiter or 
come across a great opportunity to explore. Don’t 

scramble to get your resume up to par.

To ensure that your resume is generating the interviews 
you deserve, note the following research results:

•  Only one interview is granted for every 50 to 100 
resumes received by the average employer

•  Initially your resume will be perused quickly (about 15 
seconds worth) rather than read thoroughly

•  The decision to interview a prospective candidate 
is usually based on an overall first impression of  
the document

•  The top 50 percent of the first page of your resume will 
either win you an interview or lead to the circular file

Here are some steps you can take to be ready.

Craft a profile that appeals to employers' needs
That’s the reason it’s so important to capture the 
reader’s interest immediately. Picture yourself as a 
hiring decision maker who is searching for a candidate 
with specific qualifications. To present yourself as the 

truly exceptional candidate, your resume has to appeal 
directly to the employer’s needs. Simply stated, include 
your value proposition. Craft a profile at the beginning 
of your resume that includes a clear, compelling 
statement of the tangible benefits of your services – 
without fluff or generalities. 

So, think of your resume as an advertisement – a well-
written ad designed to get the reader to call you for 
an interview. To write an effective resume, you have 
to be able to write powerful yet subtle ad copy. Then, 
you must know how to sell a product in which you are 
personally invested. That product is you. 

Identify your brand – your unique differentiability
You begin by identifying what factors differentiate you 
from your competition. What unique talents, qualities, 
strengths or expertise do you bring to the table? For 
example, are you a rainmaker, turnaround guru or 
industry innovator? Make sure you present your unique 

I
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Review your resume to determine the overall impact 
it may have on the reader. Does it present any of 
the following potential obstacles toward serious 
consideration? If so, make sure to minimize those 
factors to your best advantage.

  Your job titles are not progressive or similar to the 
type of position you are seeking. Solution: Next to 
the job title list a functional description that relates to 
your job target. For example: Insurance Consultant 
(B2B Sales)

  You have been unemployed for several years. 
Solution: Insert a statement such as "educational 
sabbatical" or "personal sabbatical" and the dates 
since your last position 

  Your experience history spans 20 years or more. 
Solution: Include only the past 10-15 years of 
experience

  You have held a series of positions in only a few 
years. Solution: Eliminate positions that are less 
than 12 months 

  Your work history has gaps. Solution: Minimize gaps 
by omitting months and using only years 

  You appear to be short on achievements or appear 
to have none at all

  Your experience is too narrow, too generalized or too 
specialized
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  Your experience is in other industries or in only one 
industry

  Your career appears to be moving laterally
  You have not been promoted
  You lack sufficient education or training
  You lack a needed requirement
  You have held one position/title throughout your 

employment history

To increase your career opportunities at the best 
possible compensation package, present a peerless 
resume. Showcase your business value proposition 
and how your skills will meet employers’ needs. Study 
the ads for the positions you are targeting and make 
sure your resume addresses the qualifications and 
skills recruiters and employers are seeking. 

You only have one chance to make the right first 
impression. Isn’t your career worth it? ■
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"In today’s economic climate many schools 
continue to struggle with hiring relocation 
candidates. Finding the perfect candidate is 
hard enough but finding one who can move 
to your location can be impossible.

There are several bright spots for relocation 
though and this one comes to us courtesy of 
our relocation specialist Laurie Johnson at 
FAS Relocation Network.

For the 4th year in a row, Texas tops the list 
as the number one relocation destination 
in the U.S., according to Allied Van Line’s 
41st Annual Magnet States Report. Texas 
had 5,891 inbound shipments, and 3,988 
outbound by Allied in 2008, for a net relo-
cation gain of 1,903. The Lone Star State 
also garnered other relocation accolades. 
According to a recent report conducted by 
Forbes.com, Texas held four spots on their 
list of top cities where home buyers can get 
the most bang for their buck. Austin and 
San Antonio came in at numbers one and 
two respectively. Following close behind at 
number four was Houston, and lastly Dallas 
placed at number seven. 

Bill Hammond, President and CEO of the 
Texas Association of Business says, 'It’s 
easy to see why Allied Van Lines moved 
so many people here. We have no state in-
come tax and continue to maintain low taxes, 
which is especially attractive to businesses. 
That, in turn, creates more jobs here.' Not 
only are businesses attracted to Texas, 
they are growing there. Andrew Gledhill, an 
economist at Moody's Economy.com, states, 
'Texas, as a whole, is one of the few econo-
mies that's performing extremely well be-
cause of the energy and technology sectors,' 
He also added that military bases in San An-
tonio have continued to draw a steady steam 
of personnel and federal employees to the 
city, spurring widespread job growth." 

Vincent Scaramuzzo
"Texas is Top Relocation Destination" ■

"The iPad is a cool device with a visually 
pleasing interface and all the 'wow' factor of 
the iPhone, but which current device does it 
effectively replace? 

•  Not the Kindle. The LCD screen on the 
iPad cuts its battery life in half compared 
to Amazon’s e-reader. Apple will prob-
ably eventually replace this screen with 
an LED, but until they do, Kindle is a less 
expensive, longer lasting version of an e-
reader.

•  Definitely not the netbook. Although with 
a dock/keyboard station, the device could 
be used as a very basic computer for col-
lege students, the iPad doesn’t make it 
easy to connect to a printer, an external 
hard drive, or a CD drive. It also has a 
very limited application system, no cam-
era for video chat capabilities, no Flash 
capabilities for streaming video, and no 
multitasking. This means that you can’t 
have a Word document, your email, your 
Pandora, and your Safari browser all open 
at once. And 'all at once' is how college 
students operate. 

•  Textbooks? Possibly. While the publisher’s 
CourseSmart eTextbook format is pretty 
standard, major textbook publishers have 
struck deals with software companies in-
cluding ScrollMotion and Inkling to adapt 
their textbooks to the iPad, and some of 
the capabilities are pretty slick – static text-
book images can be replaced with puzzles 
to help students learn, and existing text-
books can be peppered with tips, talking 
text, and interactive quizzes. If the text-
book price points are right, you’ll probably 
see iPad texts hitting the traditional college 
market pretty soon.

But for career colleges? Probably not yet. 
Especially for career college students who 
aren’t generally at liberty to take on luxury 
expenses, the device just isn’t practical. 
This first generation iPad is too expensive, 
too focused on fun and not smooth enough 
with functional applications. It can't take 
the place of an essential desktop or laptop 
computer, so students would just be stuck 
with another expense." 

Jenni Valentino
"What Does the iPad Mean for Career Col-
leges? Not Much"

"The third round of negotiated rulemaking 
didn't go as well as we hoped. The new defi-
nition of gainful employment is basically mak-
ing the government responsible for tuition 
costs. What is incredibly ridiculous is that not 
only does the Obama administration believe 
the government should be the ones creating 
jobs, but now they may shut down an impor-
tant source of job training and preparation for 
careers that require more expensive training. 
Why create jobs for an untrained workforce? 
And what schools will be able to charge a tu-
ition that maintains the 8 percent debt ratio 
being proposed? Hmm ... maybe the com-
munity colleges? You know, those schools 
that fail to meet the standards career col-
leges are already held to!

Expensive programs like culinary and many 
of the trades would probably disappear with 
this provision unless school owners decide to 
treat their schools as philanthropic endeav-
ors instead of businesses. Programs that 
require high start-up or facility costs but train 
people for jobs that have a fairly low starting 
salary will become a thing of the past. Spe-
cialty medical and dental programs become 
at risk, too, because of high setup costs and 
how long it would take to turn a profit. 

Years ago, the government came up with 
rules that forced career colleges out of the 
inner cities. These schools shut down in 
droves or moved out to 'the ‘burbs' as we, as 
a sector, were forced to nearly abandon the 
people that needed us most. The inner cit-
ies are still underserved today and that is a 
shame. Now the government is suggesting a 
new rule that would all but ensure that impor-
tant career fields that require training would 
be abandoned as well. 

So there you have it. Instead of the public 
sector being incentivized to create jobs and 
create a trained workforce, the government 
will wield their unfair advantage, crippling the 
private sector, and then become a competitor 
to the private sector. 

Can anyone say Atlas Shrugged?"

Michael Platt
"Neg-Reg Not Going as Well as We Hoped. 
Gainful Employment Puts Government in 
Charge of Tuition"

www.CareerCollegeCentral.com
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uried in the excitement that 
was negotiated rulemaking, the 

Department of Education released 
three-year cohort default rate (CDR) 
data for all schools receiving Title IV 
funds. The "trial data" shows two- 
and three-year CDR for cohort years 
2005-2007. As might be expected, the 
list exposes a number of interesting 
trends and hints at future regulatory en-
forcement for some schools.

First, looking at the top 250 largest 
proprietary schools (by borrowers 
in repayment) shows a few trends 
worth considering. From 2005-
2007, these schools had an aver-
age of 2,370 borrowers in repay-
ment, with a mean number of 
borrowers of 1,307, and a bot-
tom range of 654 borrowers. So, 
it’s safe to say that these schools 
are inoculated from problems of 
small sample size. Indeed, some 
schools at the lower end suffer 
greatly from the effects of their small 
pool and would yield some bizarre 
conclusions. 

 COntrIbuted artICle

A deeper 

 dennis Cariello    |    sonnenschein, nath & rosenthal

Focusing 
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time
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In the department’s view, it would seem that this is a 
type of “broken windows” enforcement at a minimum; 
aggressive conduct with CDRs is likely to be part of 
a larger pattern of risky regulatory behavior. More 
interestingly is whether the department will claim 
that the allegedly artificially low two-year CDR is a 
misrepresentation in and of itself.

Conversely, those schools where the two and three-
year CDRs are close should be less likely to draw 
attention. For example, Ashford University, with a 
mere 31 percent difference between its two-year 
(13.33 percent) and three-year (17.4 percent) CDRs, 
will probably escape a review – on this measure at 
least – as the low CDR gap suggests that the school 
is not engaging in improper behavior. To that end, 
schools where the difference between CDRs is below 
60 percent should be considered far less likely to face 
a review focused on this measure. 

Of course, while each school may have an explanation 
for its CDR gap, the issue is not whether the gap can 
be explained, but rather, in a world of diminishing 
resources, where will the department spend its 
enforcement dollars. Looking at this measure can 
better help you predict if you are ripe for a review and 
help prepare for a defense. ■

Dennis Cariello is the practice leader of the higher 
education practice at Sonnenschein, Nath & 
Rosenthal. He previously served as the Deputy 
General Counsel for Postsecondary and Regulatory 
Services for the U.S. Department of Education during 
the Bush and Obama administrations. He can be 
reached at dcariello@sonnenschein.com.

The above chart summarizes the data for the 250 
schools reviewed. One immediate observation is that, 
generally, the gap between the two and three-year 
CDR is narrowing. The implications here are that the 
gamesmanship that many consumer advocates have 
claimed was prevalent in the two-year CDR system – 
complete with creative deferments and other tactics – 
is likely on the decline. Indeed, considering that 
schools had no regulatory reason to keep three-year 
CDRs low, if schools were increasing their use of 
questionable methods to artificially suppress two-year 
CDRs, one would expect the gap between the two and 
three-year CDRs to widen. While there is a substantial 
difference between the two, that the gap has narrowed – 
by 20.73 percent since 2005 – suggests that the 
two-year rates are becoming less influenced by  
creative compliance.

What this also does, however, is focus attention on 
schools with rates higher than the cumulative average 
difference between the two and three-year CDR. The 
department has made clear that misrepresentation 
will be a focus of its regulatory enforcement agenda – 
strengthening those regulations in negotiated 
rulemaking this year. It would thus not be surprising 
to see the department train regulatory reviews and 
enforcement proceedings on those that are likely to be 
manipulating their CDR rates. When, for example, a 
school has a two-year CDR of .80 percent and a three-
year CDR of 38 percent (a 4651.3 percent difference), 
it seems likely that the department would want to see 
what caused this anomaly. Even more so when the 
three-year CDR exceeds 30 percent.

Of course, while each school may have an explanation for its 
CDR gap, the issue is not whether the gap can be explained, but 
rather, in a world of diminishing resources, where will the 

department spend its enforcement dollars.

yEAR tWO-yEAR
CDR

INCREASE OVER 
PRIOR yEAR  
(2-yR CDR)

thREE-yEAR CDR
INCREASE OVER 

PRIOR yEAR 
(3-yR CDR)

AVERAGE PERCENt 
DIFFERENCE 

bEtWEEN tWO AND 
thREE-yEAR CDR

2005 8 percent xx 17.22 percent xx 115.4 percent

2006 9.36 percent 17.01 percent 18.55 percent 7.69 percent 98.2 percent

2007 11 percent 17.55 percent 21.06 percent 13.52 percent 91.4 percent

Cumulat ive 9.53 percent 37.54 percent 19.04 percent 22.24 percent 99.79 percent

InsIde the COhOrt deFault data
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argosy university donates time and resources to help the 
minneapolis police department

PolicE DoGs
 kristen White    |    staff Writer
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t most crime 
scenes there are 
officers in uni-
form, wailing po-
lice car sirens 

and sometimes four-legged 
investigators. For years po-
lice dogs have helped put 
criminals behind bars, but 
what protects these protec-
tors? If lost without proper 
identification, these heroic 
animals become like any 
other stray on the street: 
homeless, without food and 
little hope for survival. 

In an unfortunate series of 
events Howard Lake’s police 
dog, Felony, was euthanized 
by a humane society after 
being deemed as unadopt-
able. Felony escaped from 
his kennel and lost his iden-
tification tags. Fortunately, 
this tragic incident has a 
silver lining. Thanks to the 
help of Argosy University, 
Twin Cities, the Minneapolis 
Police Department will never 
lose a K9 protector due to a 
mistaken identity. 

After the death of Felony, 
students in Argosy Univer-
sity, Twin Cities' Veterinary 
Technology program gave 
the Minneapolis Police 
Department an offer they 
couldn’t refuse. Students 
who are a member of the 
Twin Cities chapter of SC-

A

although a mishap similar to Felony’s death has never occurred at the 
minneapolis police department, the thought of losing a police dog 

without proper identification was too much to bear.

Officer mack madich and his k9 partner, 

maverick, learn about the chip implant 

procedure.

Officer thomas Fahey, with torrin, prep to 

receive the microchip injection.

NAVTA (Student Chapter of 
the National Association of 
Veterinary Technicians in 
America) donated their time 
and resources to provide all 
17 Minneapolis Police Depart-
ment dogs with identification 
chips. 

“Our offer was a response to 
what happened with the How-
ard Lake dog,” said Paula 
Lind, Chair for the Veterinary 
Technology program. “Our 
student organization is al-
ways looking for opportunities 
to help the community.” 

Argosy University, Twin Cit-
ies' Veterinary Technology 
program is dedicated to pro-
ducing high-quality, veteri-
nary technicians instilled with 
the nursing, technical, critical 
thinking and communications 
skills necessary to perform 
efficiently in the veterinary 
community. The Twin Cities 
SCNAVTA is driven purely by 
student involvement with fac-
ulty supervision. The students 
feel strongly about supporting 
community issues.

The main objection for provid-
ing all police dogs with iden-
tification chips is a budgetary 
one. In these difficult econom-
ic times, spending is limited. 
Without the help of Argosy 
University, Twin Cities, the 
Minneapolis Police Depart-
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ment would have to pay roughly $1,020 to get all 17 
dogs ID chips at a standard veterinarian clinic.

According to HomeAgain.com, an advanced lost pet 
recovery service, identification chips are a permanent 
animal ID. A veterinarian simply injects a grain size 
microchip beneath the surface of the dog’s skin. This 
procedure is no more invasive than a standard injec-
tion. Running a microchip scanner across the dog’s 
shoulder blades emits an identification code to prop-
erly identify the dog and provide owner information. 

“It’s a standard procedure and most dogs handle it 
quite well,” Lind said. 

Although a mishap similar to Felony’s death has never 
occurred at the Minneapolis Police Department, the 
thought of losing a police dog without proper identifi-
cation was too much to bear. The police department’s 
dogs have both functional and emotional roles within 
the force. Officers find themselves spending lots of 
time with these loyal companions.

“We work seven days a week, 24 hours a day and 

our dogs are used daily,” said Sergeant Dan May of 
the Minneapolis Police Department. “They are a huge 
contribution to our workforce. We just had a dog killed 
in the line of duty and it was a huge loss.” 

Losing a police dog is not only emotionally difficult, it 
also creates a financial burden. Training a dog to per-
form all of the police duties is not an easy task. From 
puppy to adult the total price for a fully trained police 
dog is around $12,000. Not to mention the substantial 
hours of labor that go into the training process. 

From birth, police dogs are trained to protect and 
serve the community. Therefore, it seems appropriate 
that we would offer them a safeguard in return. Placing 
identification chips in police dogs ensures that a trag-
edy like Felony’s death never happens again. An offer 
like Argosy’s makes this guarantee a reality. ■
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 Outsourcing
gOOd busIness sense Or a path tO destruCtIOn?
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magine the year 2030. You wake up in the morning and 
your clothing is laid out by your “Fashion Coordinator." 
When you come down for breakfast your eggs are just 
right thanks to your “Personal Chef,” your kids look 
beautiful and ready for school … what else would you 

expect, given the quality of their “Nanny,” the house is spotless 
thanks to your “Domestic Engineer,” and the world is just right. 
On your way to work, your driver asks you how Stacy is. It 
actually takes you a few seconds to realize that Stacy is your 
daughter. While having some help is efficient, you have taken it 
to an extreme and outsourced one of the most important roles 
in your life … that of “Parent.” You ask the driver to turn around 
and you head back to your home … to fire the “Nanny.”

Outsourcing can be an important part of 
your business model, but can it go too far? 
ABSOLUTELY. So where do you draw the line? 

Outsourcing should be viewed as a viable option for areas of 
your business which are not customer facing.

So who are your customers? I would suggest that your 
customers are those constituents you directly serve. Your 
customers are your employees, your students (and prospective 
students) and those that hire your employees. Any department 
of your school that works directly with these constituents should 
work directly for your school.
 
Efforts like default management, accounting, legal, advertising, 
high-level information technology, curriculum development, 
research, etc., outsource away. In fact, these are all areas 
where you can leverage the knowledge and talent of outside 
groups who bring a broader perspective to the work. But 
would you outsource admissions, financial aid, education and 
placement? These are the four foundational functions of a 
school. If you do not want to provide these services, please … 
find a new vocation. To thrive in a sustainable manner, this 
sector of higher education needs people committed to the 
core principles and responsibilities of career education; enroll 
them, assist them with the financing options, train them and 
place them. When you outsource any part of that, you are 
no longer a career college committed to serving the working 
public. You are strictly a businessman aggregating pieces to 
form a profitable whole.
 
Would you want to work for a company that had an outside 
firm deal with your raises and performance reviews? Would 
you want to attend a school whose admissions representative 
didn’t even work for that school? How would you feel about 
attending a school that didn’t personally take responsibility 
to help you find a job, but hired some company to do that for 
them? Would you be excited about a school that didn’t even 
provide their own faculty, but hired some other company to 
do it for them? Well, some schools do outsource these areas! 
Why? Is it strictly an issue of bottom line? I don’t think so. I 
believe it is a judgment that someone else can do it better and 

I more efficiently, not just cheaper. 
 
Ouch. I would certainly never admit that someone could do it 
better than my own staff. If that were the case, I would fix the 
problem, not abdicate the responsibility.

Branding Effect
Most people believe it is your advertising that communicates 
your brand, that let’s your constituents know who you truly are 
and what you are truly committed to. What many do not fully 
understand is that it is your walk that proves or disproves your 
talk. Your brand ambassadors, the ones that prove whether 
or not what you SAY about yourself is true or false, are your 
constituents … your students, your instructors, your financial 
aid staff, the student services people, and even the employers 
that hire your grads. You have the opportunity to create a 
culture that believes in and lives, your mission … your brand. 
Or you can eliminate brand ambassadors and replace them 
with someone who works for a company with their own brand, 
their own mission. This results not only in a weakened message 
for your school, but to a mixed message to your constituents 
who are being served by “outsiders.” Your brand should be in 
the hearts, minds, and on the tongues of every employee you 
have. But don’t kid yourself … outsourced providers are never 
YOUR employees … your ambassadors.

Classic Example
I have recently come across a few schools that have outsourced 
admissions. They are not paying their outsource partner on a 
performance based basis (they are paying hourly), so they are 
compliant. But here is what I know:
 
•  I know that an outsourced provider will not care about the 

student the way YOUR rep would as the relationship ends 
when it is passed on

 
•  I know that an outsourced provider will never know your 

programs the way YOUR rep will
 
•  I know an outsourced provider will never know the nuances of 

your school the way YOUR reps will
 
•  I know that an outsourced provider will see leads as data 

while YOUR reps will see them as people
 
•  I know that when the student is contemplating dropping out 

(and they all do at some point), there will not be that trusted 
relationship that would allow YOUR rep to support them in 
finishing what they were committed to achieve

Summary
If an outsourced provider can do it better, cheaper or more 
efficiently, you are not managing that department effectively 
and need to fix the problem, not hand it to some other company 
to fix. When did our sector of higher education become so 
pusillanimous (yes, that is a word … you can look it up).
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★
Fortunately, it is just a small number of schools, most of which 
are now managed by people who are not educators at heart … 
educators at their core. 
 
If you have considered outsourcing any of the four core areas 
of the business – admissions, financial aid, education or 
placement – please consider that improvements can be made 
by you and your team. Don’t choose to abdicate. Choose  
to recreate. 
 
In my own life, my four main areas of responsibility are 
being a husband, a father, a friend and a man of faith. I can 
promise you my talk is my walk. I will NEVER outsource any of  
those roles.

“Any function that deals directly with a constituent should be served inter-
nally.  Functions that do NOT deal directly with the constituents but allow 
the staff to focus on serving their clients while the expert outsourced part-
ners focus on what THEY do best, should be considered a viable option”  ■
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what is outcome based selling (obs)? 
How can it help my admissions team?

Outcome Based Selling is a philosophy, which identifies, 

and then incorporates a prospect’s needs, dreams and 

fears into a solution that benefits both the buyer and seller.

Brandon Platt has spent 10 years within the post-
secondary sector from a marketing perspective. In 
his time with PlattForm he was involved in video 
production, media placement, and interactive mar-
keting, most recently till 2009 as Director of Affili-
ate Marketing. Currently CEO of MyBeanstalk inc. 
Brandon is in the proccess of persuing a JD in Law 

and subsequent legal career. He currently lives in Connecticut with his 
wife and two children. Brandon.Platt@gmail.com
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traInIng FOr perFOrmanCe
Dr. Amir Moghadam is Founder and CEO of MaxKnowledge, the leading 
training company for the career college sector of higher education. Mogh-
adam has 20 years of experience in career education, serving in many 
capacities including Professor, Director of Education, Academic Dean, Di-
rector of Student Affairs, Campus Director, College President/Owner, and 

Amir Moghadam
Founder and CEO 

MaxKnowledge

Stay alert for new ideas and information that can enhance 
your organizational performance. Make it a practice to ask 
questions of subject matter experts when you require more 
information to evaluate ideas, issues or trends. Effective 
learners also learn from mistakes, and help employees 
develop strategies to avoid making the same error. Freely 
share information with your employees and encourage them 
to share knowledge that keeps others in the organization 
out of pitfalls.

Through questioning, guidance, coaching and training, you 
can help your employees develop good habits to solve 
problems, make better decisions, and develop new ideas. 
There’s no place for “I told you so.” Structure your work 
environment so your employees learn the best practices 
for innovation within the resources and schedule available. 
Ensure that they know they can ask for advice when they 
need help and keep communication lines open. 

Below is a list of practices to avoid.
• Requiring the same approach by each employee 
• Setting rigid rules and deadlines 
• Discouraging questions  
•  Discounting ideas that lack documentation or cost 

estimates 
• Not delegating stretch assignments 
• Failing to reinforce good practices 
• Stealing employees’ credit 
• Reducing initiative by micromanaging 
• Requiring a perfect success rate

Research conducted by the American Society for Training 
and Development shows that “placing an emphasis on 
employee learning is significantly correlated with better 
market performance.”  Don’t underestimate the power of a 
learning organization. ■

How do you maintain an environment that gets the best 
from your employees, whether they are analytical thinkers, 
team decision makers, lone rangers, risk takers, or bottom-
line seekers?

You can support each type of employee with a flexible 
environment. You will reap the benefits of innovation and 
maximize performance when your employees operate 
in a climate that builds their success. In a “learning 
organization,” employees are encouraged to tackle stretch 
assignments, challenge ineffective processes, and offer 
innovative solutions with confidence.

Below is a list of best practices to create an effective 
learning organization.
• Provide freedom to try new methods 
•  Balance the pressure of deadlines with opportunities for 

innovation  
• Provide realistic, but challenging goals
•  Encourage participation in decision making and goal setting 
•  Encourage the use of creative problem solving for 

unstructured problems 
• Encourage open expression and innovative ideas 
• Encourage risk taking and buffer negative forces 
• Provide help in developing ideas 
• Provide time for individual efforts 
• Listen effectively and watch for nonverbal signals 
• Minimize direct supervision as much as possible 
•  Provide resources and support priority work to completion 
• Foster interaction and cooperation with other work groups 
• Encourage lifelong learning and professional growth 
•  Provide continuous training and development opportunities 

for your employees
•  Tell your employees frequently that you have confidence 

in their abilities 
• Provide timely performance feedback

International Training Consultant. He earned his Ph.D. in Engineering 
from the University of Cambridge, and his accomplishments have been 
recognized in Who’s Who in American Education and Who’s Who in 
the World. Moghadam can be reached at amirm@maxknowledge.com.


Flexible environments are key to getting the most from your team

CREAtING A lEARNING ORGANIZAtION
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aFl-CIO and the princeton 
review bring national 
labor College online

 kelly duffy    |    staff Writer

Giant? 
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here is a brand 
new player in 
the online col-
lege ranks, and 
they’ve already 
built a relation-

ship with a potential 11.5 
million students. The 
AFL-CIO has announced 
a new partnership with 
The Princeton Review 
and its newly acquired 
Penn Foster Education 
Group to develop a new 
online school specifi-
cally for union members 
and their families. They 
already have a name for 
it – The College for Work-
ing Families. 

The online venture ex-
pands on the labor fed-
eration’s brick and mor-
tar campus, the National 
Labor College, which 
opened in Maryland in 
1969 exclusively for 
union members. Fast-
forward 40 years to 2009, a lousy economy and zero 
protection for any worker whose skills aren’t matching 
up with the needs of a new generation. The answer 
for the union was obvious: reinvent, retrain and retain. 

"Expanding good jobs is a top priority for the AFL-CIO 
and to achieve this, workers' skills and knowledge 
must match the role of employers in a changing job 
market," said Richard Trumka, President of the AFL-
CIO and the Chair of the College Board of Trustees, 
“We believe this is one of the best ways to retain and 
grow good jobs in this country." 

The fine details of the partnership are being ironed 
out this spring, but they intend to offer the first online 
classes this fall based on a curriculum developed by 
the National Labor College. Drawing on The Princeton 
Review's strengths in remediation and prep work, they 
will also be offering introductory courses to make sure 
students are ready for their chosen course of study.  

“We enter this venture with a strong belief that not 
enough attention has been focused on student reten-

tion and remediation in 
postsecondary educa-
tion,” says Mike Perik, 
President and CEO of 
The Princeton Review, 
“If you enroll a student 
and don’t give them the 
tools to succeed and you 
lose half of them in the 
first year, then no mat-
ter what you charge in 
tuition you didn’t receive 
your desired outcome of 
improving and educating  
that student.”

“We intend to help the 
college become synony-
mous with high student 
retention levels and on 
delivering an educational 
experience of the highest 
quality that becomes a 
real ticket to a good job,” 
said Perik. 

Retiring National Labor 
College President Bill 
Scheuerman said the col-

lege went through a thorough evaluation before select-
ing The Princeton Review and Penn Foster. “We un-
derwent an extensive process to identify a partner with 
deep experience helping working Americans achieve 
their educational goals,” he said. “We were particularly 
impressed with Penn Foster's demonstrated expertise 
in providing high-quality student services and support, 
elements that we consider essential to the success of 
this ambitious undertaking.” 

Ironically, Penn Foster is back where they started. The 
school was founded in 1890 as an education-by-mail 
program for coal miners. 

One of the key components to the new business mod-
el, and the one that will help translate union loyalty into 
logged-on, tuition paying students, is cost. The online 
school aims to undercut almost every other option out 
there for union members seeking degrees. They are 
talking about accredited degree granting for a lower 
cost than anyone in public or private postsecondary 
education, and on par with community colleges with 
per credit costs somewhere around $200 a credit hour. 

Richard Trumka, President of the AFL-CIO and the 
Chair of the College Board of Trustees

t
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“The general reality is that we will be under where the 
traditional for-profits are and we will be able to do that 
because we will have a different cost structure with 
regards to customer acquisition,” Perik said. 

“We will have a propriety distribution channel of 11.5 
million union members and their families … such a 
channel has never been made available to any post-
secondary education provider before in the history 
of online education,” Perik said, predicting success 
only slightly shy of total domination of the sector in  
4-5 years. 

“You simply can’t be talking about 11.5 million students 
without saying that you could be as big as anybody 
who is in postsecondary education today,” Perik said.  

Kelly Duffy is a six-time Emmy Award-
winning investigative reporter, producer and 
news manager. Contact Duffy at kellyd@
CareerCollegeCentral.com.

bill scheureman announced his retirement 
from the national labor College almost 
simultaneously with the new partnership. 
the job of fleshing out the curriculum 
will be passed to interim president dr.  
paula peinovich.  

 “We’re fortunate that we were able to 
find someone to serve as Interim president 
with the background that dr. peinovich 
brings to the table. her experience will 
help the college to grow and serve our 
current students,” said trumka. peinovich 
is a Fulbright scholar who did her research 
on how british universities create access 
for adult learners and has experience 
managing online university programs. ■
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EMB MedicalServices
On-campus health services for career colleges

www.embmedical.com • Contact us at: 1-888-600-4244 • E-mail: info@embmedical.com

EMB Medical Services is the national leader in on-site health services 
for Allied Health Colleges. Here’s how we can help:
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• Customizable packages for individual schools
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 press releases
>>> NEW lOCAtIONS AND PROGRAMS
Pinnacle Career Institute Breaks New Ground 
With The Pacific Institute's PX2 Program
Pinnacle Career Institute became the first career college 
in the nation to bring The Pacific Institute's PX2TM program 
to its community, as well as the first career college invited 
to help mentor students in the Kansas City, Missouri 
School District. 

Pinnacle began facilitating The Pacific Institute’s PX2™ 
program to a select group of Central High School students 
in January. The curriculum is being taught through 12 
modules that focus on experiential exercises, personal 
reflection, and intentional visualization and goal setting, 
including “How My Mind Works,” “Changing My Attitudes 
and Beliefs,” and “Taking Charge of My Life.”

Albuquerque Becomes Home to New Location 
of Brown Mackie College
Brown Mackie College today announced the addition 
of Brown Mackie College – Albuquerque to its system 
of schools. Brown Mackie College – Albuquerque will 
hold its first day of classes on April 5, 2010, and will 
occupy approximately 35,000 square feet at 10500 
Copper Avenue NE. The school will begin enrolling  
students immediately.
 
"Brown Mackie College – Albuquerque will offer the 
academic programs, training, and support necessary for 
students to pursue career opportunities that complement 
the demand for a skilled workforce in the greater 
Albuquerque community," says Danny Finuf, President of 
the Brown Mackie College Education System. 

>>>RECOGNItIONS AND AWARDS 
Four Colleges and Universities to Receive 
2010 CHEA Award
The Council for Higher Education Accreditation has 
announced the winners of the 2010 CHEA Award for 
Outstanding Institutional Practice in Student Learning 
Outcomes: Capella University (MN), Portland State 
University (OR), St. Olaf College (MN) and the University 
of Arkansas – Fort Smith (AR). 

The CHEA Award was established in 2005 to recognize 
institutions that have been exceptional in developing 
and applying evidence of student learning outcomes to 
improve higher education quality and accountability. A 
committee selected from higher education institutions, 
accrediting organizations and the public judged the 

winners on the basis of four award criteria: 1) articulation 
and evidence of outcomes, 2) success with regard to 
outcomes, 3) information to the public about outcomes, 
and 4) use of outcomes for educational improvement. 

Fremont College CEO Dr. Sabrina Kay to be 
honored at the After-School All Stars
Fremont College CEO Dr. Sabrina Kay to be honored by 
Governor Schwarzenegger at the third annual ASAS-LA 
Reaching for the Stars Gala on Feb. 18, 2010. The event 
will be held at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. 

Dr. Kay has dedicated more than 20 years of her life 
towards educating others to meet their potential. In this 
time, Dr. Kay founded California Design College (now the 
Art Institute of Hollywood) and Fremont College to train a 
new generation of designers, paralegals, business leaders 
and wellness professionals. 

Anthem Institute North Brunswick Student 
Wins National Graphic Design Competition
A logo design by Josh Hriniak, a Graphic Design & 
Animation student at Anthem Institute North Brunswick 
was selected as the grand prize winner in the Career 
College Association (CCA) logo design contest. 

Chosen from among dozens of designs submitted by 
students across the country, Hriniak's design will be used 
as the official logo for the CCA's annual Career College 
Association Convention & Exposition, scheduled to take 
place at the Palazzo Resort and Casino in Las Vegas from 
June 9-11.

>>>NAME ChANGES
Texas Careers Now Kaplan College 
Kaplan Higher Education, a for-profit career education 
company, has changed the name of its four Texas Careers 
campuses to Kaplan College.

The career colleges serve about 2,100 students in 
Lubbock, San Antonio, Beaumont and Laredo, and offer 
certificates and Associate degrees in allied health, criminal 
justice and information technology.

>>>MERGERS AND ACqUISItIONS  
PlattForm Announces Acquisition of Online 
Massage School Directory MassageRegister.com
PlattForm, a leading Internet marketing and enrollment 
solutions provider to the postsecondary education industry, 
announced today the expansion of its family of Web sites 
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 through the acquisition of MassageRegister.com. 

 “MassageRegister.com has done an excellent job of 
building a broad information database and we are excited 
to continue to expand our reach into the massage therapy 
field through the MassageRegister.com brand,” said Dave 
Admire, Chief Executive Officer of PlattForm. “The synergy 
between PlattForm’s lead generation experience as well as 
a strong base of schools that offer massage therapy, and 
MassageRegister.com’s search engine reach and solid 
reputation for high quality leads, will help more students 
find their ideal schools, and help those schools reach their 
enrollment goals.” 

Corinthian Colleges Completes Acquisition 
of Heald College
Corinthian Colleges Inc. (Nasdaq: COCO) has completed 
the acquisition of Heald Capital LLC, the parent company 
of Heald College. Heald is a regionally accredited institution 
that has been delivering quality, career-focused academic 
programs since 1863. Heald prepares students for careers 
in healthcare, business, legal, information technology and 
other growing fields, primarily through Associate degree 
programs. Headquartered in San Francisco, Calif., Heald 
operates 11 campuses and had approximately 12,900 
students as of December 31, 2009.

"We are pleased to welcome Heald and its capable 
management team, instructors and staff to Corinthian," said 
Peter Waller, Corinthian's Chief Executive Officer.

CUnet Acquires Sparkroom
CUnet, a subsidiary of Nelnet Inc. (NYSE: NNI), announced 
today that it has entered into an agreement to acquire 
Sparkroom, a leading provider of enrollment marketing 
automation and lead performance management solutions. 
The parties anticipate closing the transaction on Feb. 1, 2010. 

We are excited by the opportunities created by bringing 
CUnet and Sparkroom together,” said Matt McLaughlin, 
President of CUnet. “Sparkroom’s technology products 
will complement CUnet’s interactive media and marketing 
services to provide a powerful solution for colleges to drive 
the most value from their marketing spend. It’s a great fit that 
will benefit marketers in the higher education sector.” 

PlattForm Higher Education Announces 
Acquisition of Online College Search Portal 
AnyCollege.com 
PlattForm Higher Education, a leading provider of marketing 
and communications services for colleges and universities, 
today announced the acquisition of AnyCollege.com, 
a search portal designed to be the most user-friendly, 
interactive resource for college bound students beginning 
their college search process. The acquisition will help 
PlattForm Higher Education expand its efforts in becoming 

further entrenched with traditional colleges and universities.
 
“We’re excited to work with AnyCollege.com’s colleges and 
universities to help them reach their enrollment goals through 
the site and with the additional enrollment marketing services 
we can deliver,” said Brad Gibbs, Chief Growth Officer of 
PlattForm Higher Education. “The previous management 
team at AnyCollege.com has done an outstanding job of 
growing targeted traffic for their clients and developing a 
premier scholarship program for first-time enrollments and 
continuing education students.”
 
>>>MISCEllANEOUS 
Career College Association Applauds 
President's Repayment Relief Proposal
The Career College Association (CCA) applauds President 
Barack Obama's proposal, included in his State of the Union 
address, to provide federal student loan repayment relief for 
college borrowers. 

"This common sense approach will give much needed relief 
to many students who enter fields where initial salaries do not 
match their college loans," said Career College Association 
CEO and President Harris N. Miller. He continued, "The 
President's proposal recognizes that by saddling the 
workforce of today with unwieldy debt, we risk denying 
postsecondary access to a broad swath of Americans." 

Haiti Relief Effort: Southwest Florida College 
Faculty, Students and Staff Reach Out to 
Support Haiti 
Southwest Florida College will be participating in a jointly 
sponsored effort to provide humanitarian relief to the people 
of Haiti. 

"The devastation and human suffering on the island of Haiti 
is incomprehensible and the plea for help has been heard 
around the world," said Dr. Stephen Calabro, Executive Vice 
President for Southwest Florida College. 

CEC Brings Le Cordon Bleu® Brand Name and 
Education to Its Culinary Campuses Nationwide
Career Education Corporation (CEC) brings the prestigious 
Le Cordon Bleu® brand name to its culinary campuses 
nationwide, now known as Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary 
Arts. The transition to the Le Cordon Bleu name reflects a 
continued commitment, on behalf of the faculty and staff, 
to provide students with the foundation for a fulfilling career 
opportunity in the hospitality industry. The name change will 
officially be recognized with a ribbon cutting ceremony during 
the Le Cordon Bleu Challenge Events being held at local Le 
Cordon Bleu schools across the nation on Jan. 14, which 
marks the first ever cooking demonstration on an electric 
stove at Le Cordon Bleu Paris in 1896. ■

– Press releases compiled by Jenni Valentino, Associate Editor
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   Justin gill    |    plattForm advertising                                                  

Marketing experts answer questions on the hot topics 
and latest trends in print, TV and interactive
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he interactive marketing landscape changes 
as quickly as pages load on the Internet. 
(Remember MySpace? Okay, we don’t either. 
But it was huge … for a few months.) About 

the time schools begin figuring out how to utilize the 
latest innovation, the next biggest and brightest thing 
comes along. The web and other technologies have also 
caused shifts in how consumers use more traditional 
media too, which in turn has caused you to rethink your  
marketing strategies. 

So, what exactly is worth your time in the diverse realms of 
print, TV and interactive marketing? What new innovations 
might show some actual ROI for your school? Well, there’s 
so much going on we decided to discuss a number of 
topics by interviewing one another. It seemed appropriate 
for the scattershot approach we planned to take. We invite 
you to follow along with us on a journey from Bing to social 
media to … good, old-fashioned print.

Q: What is Bing and why should I care?
A: Bing is the new name for Microsoft’s search engine, 
previously called Microsoft Live Search or commonly 
referred to simply as MSN.  There are a couple of 
important reasons why you should care and how this 
affects Internet marketers. The first is that partially through 
improved quality of search results and largely through a 
$80-$100 million ad campaign Microsoft has been gaining 
traction in the search space.  Depending on which reports 
you look at Bing is up to around 10 percent of all search 
volume, compared to around 8 percent at launch.  That 
is an impressive jump in a short amount of time. Most 
of the growth has come at the expense of Yahoo!, while 
Google has held relatively stable or shown modest growth 
in market share.  The second reason to care is that as of 
Jan. 1, Bing is now powering the search results for Yahoo!. 
The two companies have come together to compete 
against Google.  That makes optimizing and managing 
campaigns specifically for Bing much more important than 
it was previously. The good news is that while there are 
nuances to their search algorithm, the general principles 
of optimizing a site for Bing are the same as Google.

Q: In the INT marketing realm, what’s on the way out and 
what’s on the way in?
A: Honestly there is more on the way in than there is on 
the way out right now.  Integrated social media campaigns, 
content networks for paid search, blogging and to a lesser 
extent banner advertising I think are all going to be hot 
topics for this year in the education sector.  While it isn’t 
new I see Web site development being a big topic as well. 
While most schools have nice Web sites these days, too 
many of them are built based on static content and need to 
be modernized to incorporate their social media presence, 

updated campus information or other more interactive 
elements.  A final area that is at the tip of everyone’s tongue 
is mobile marketing.  I think we will learn more over the 
course of this year on what works and doesn’t work with 
mobile marketing.  Anything a career college does to market 
themselves though needs to have the question asked … 
how can customers view or respond to this via their  
mobile device?

The main thing on the way out is probably the virtual 
worlds, like Second Life. They never really established a 
big presence for career colleges, but they did generate a 
lot of buzz. People are losing themselves in Facebook, 
LinkedIn, YouTube and similar sites, and focusing on their 
first life too much these days.

Q: Social media is buzzy and all that, but can it really help 
a school hit starts?
A: Absolutely it can, and even more than helping a school 
hit starts, it is a critical piece of student interaction and 
retention after they enroll. Social networking is at the heart 
of people’s communication, which makes it a “must do” 
marketing activity for schools. The challenge is that it is 
harder to quantify and track than direct marketing activities 
of CPL lead generation. If you look at most schools 
Facebook pages, you will see people asking for advice 
about attending a school or help in enrolling, cementing it 
as a viable marketing channel.

Q: What are industry trends in TV rates and inventory?
A: After three plus years of especially favorable, buyers-
market conditions, the landscape has gotten a lot less 
hospitable over the course of the last six months – talking 
about spot-market, daytime TV.   As always, there are 
definitely still “soft” markets out there, but in general, the 
market for daytime has gotten substantially tighter as we 
embark upon a  new year. As a result, annual negotiations 
for 2010 were considerably more challenging than they 
have been for a number of years.  Some perspective …
throughout 2009, average DR rates for daytime were 
probably 10 percent lower on average – among Top 50 
DMAs – compared to 2007.   That’s a pretty remarkable stat 
unto itself – DEFLATING PRICES – and pretty compelling 
evidence of how especially advantageous conditions have 
been lately for DR buyers.  So what’s driving up rates and 
making inventory scarce as we enter 2010?  Increased 
demand from daytime advertisers (schools, attorneys and 
their ilk), enticed into daytime by historically low rates and a 
uniquely amenable, and growing, audience of unemployed/
underemployed, education minded individuals.  Sayonara 
easy street, 2010 is gonna test your mettle as a DR buyer.  
Bottom line: Direct response advertisers need to be 
prepared to pay the freight this year and stomach slightly 
to moderately higher CPLs in TV.  

T
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Q: How has smaller newspaper readership affected results?
A: For the career college crowd, reports of newspapers' 
demise have been greatly exaggerated. But first things first, 
let’s be clear what we’re talking about here.  “Newspaper” is 
loose terminology.  Typically we’re talking two categories – 
major dailies and free employment publications.  Major 
daily newspapers – your Chicago Tribune, your Miami 
Herald, your Bowling Green Daily News – yeah, in those 
quarters, things ain't looking so hot.  Precipitously  declining 
readership and more important, deteriorating ad revenues, 
have already 86ed  a number of well-known newspapers 
across the country.  Others have scaled back by cutting 
days, pages, dimensions … tons and tons of staff.  The 
days of a major daily classified ad driving serious lead 
volume for a local school are gone.  Long gone.  Not to 
say that leads can't be had from classified advertising in 
the year 2010, but not in quantity.  The best approach is a 
modest one, with an eye toward low-volume, cost-effective 
lead gen. Line ads, in-column ads, that’s the ticket.  

Employment-seeker and shopper-type publications 
aren’t necessarily in the same boat.  They may not be 
flourishing, but they’ve still got legs.  If anything, results 
from employment–oriented publications may have actually 
improved over the course of the last year.  For a specific  
school in a specific market that might not be the case, 
but overall, there’s possibly a larger quantity of education 
leads being generated from individual employ publications 
than in years prior.  In many cases there are simply more 
schools advertising though, so everybody’s share is that 
much smaller.  There are a lot of eager, unemployed folks 
out there and not that many jobs to go around.  Career 
training is a popular alternative.  Bottom line: Results 
are still holding strong with employment publications and 
classified/shopper-style rags.  

Q: How do you feel about Leno moving back to Late Night?
A: As long as it has no impact on how many episodes of 
Maury air in daytime, I could care less. ■
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 makIng headlInes
Obama Proposes Big Raise for Pell Grants 
President Barack Obama on Monday proposed a $3.8 trillion 
federal budget for the 2011 fiscal year that includes $77.8 
billion in total Education Department spending, a 31 percent 
increase that is driven largely by a plan to increase the value 
of Pell Grants faster than inflation.

The budget recommendation sent to the Democrat-controlled 
Congress makes education the most prominent exception to 
the administration's promise of a net freeze on nondefense 
discretionary spending in the budget for 2011, which 
anticipates a deficit of $1.27 trillion.

As part of the plan, President Obama for the second year in a 
row asked Congress to make the Pell Grant, the main federal 
aid program for low-income college students, an entitlement 
that receives an automatic budget allocation each year to 
meet the number of students who qualify.

He also proposed that the grant's maximum per student 
value increase each year by the rate of inflation plus one 
percentage point, bringing it from $5,550 in 2010 to $5,710 
in 2011 and an estimated $6,900 in 2019. The president also 
proposed more favorable repayment options for students 
taking federally subsidized loans.

"America's economic security depends on improving 
education," President Obama's Education Secretary, Arne 
Duncan, said in outlining the proposal on Monday. "We have 
to educate our way to a better economy."

Overall, the administration proposed $49.7 billion in 
discretionary spending for the Education Department, an 
increase of 7.5 percent over the current year's federal budget 
for non-entitlement programs. Most of that increase would go 
to programs for elementary and secondary education.

The president's proposal, with few exceptions, won praise 
from higher education leaders and advocates, even as they 
acknowledged the difficulty Congress will face in fully adopting 
it at a time of economic turmoil and budgetary restraint.

Synopsis of: Obama’s Budget Makes Education a Major
Exception to Austerity
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education
Date: Feb. 1, 2010

Proposed Rule Changes Show Aggressive Moves
from Department of Education
Months of negotiations on the U.S. Department of Education’s 
proposed revisions to regulations intended to guard against 
abuses of the federal financial aid program ended Friday 

with no agreement on the most controversial issues under 
consideration.

Under federal regulatory procedures, the panel of negotiators 
needed to reach consensus on the full package of 14 issues 
for the revisions to be adopted, unchanged, by the Education 
Department. But the group could not strike compromises 
on five proposals during the third and final week of  
negotiated rulemaking.

Negotiations were most hopelessly stuck on the definition of 
“gainful employment” and how to maintain Congress’s ban on 
incentive compensation for recruiters. 

Depending on how the department chooses to revise it, 
the proposed 8 percent debt-to-income ratio as the primary 
definition of whether a vocational program or institution 
prepares its graduates for gainful employment could garner 
opposition from multiple constituencies within higher 
education and from Congress. 

On incentive compensation, the department risks being 
seen as attacking only the for-profits, a charge that emerged 
as the Obama administration took control and that further 
intensified with the realization that just four of the 28 primary 
and alternate negotiators on the panel to discuss all the 
issues at play in this rulemaking session represented for- 
profit institutions.

Synopsis of: It’s Up to the Department Now
Source: Inside Higher Ed
Date: Feb. 1, 2010

Following Proposed Rule Changes, Education
Stocks Drop
Rep. Timothy H. Bishop, D-N.Y., announced that he had 
introduced the Diploma and Accreditation Integrity Protection 
Act (HR 4535), a bill that would define diploma mills and 
accreditation mills. It also would instruct the Federal Trade 
Commission to take action against entities that fit those 
definitions and to report its findings to the Department of 
Education. The bill has two cosponsors: Betty McCollum, 
D-Minn., and Michael N. Castle, R-Del.

Representative Bishop has been pushing for such a bill 
since 2005. That's when a Government Accountability Office 
investigation found that more than 400 federal employees held 
degrees from unaccredited colleges. At one point, legislation 
to reauthorize the Higher Education Act contained language 
similar to that found in Bishop's bill, but that provision was 
later stripped out. Representative Bishop said he had no idea 
why anyone would object to cracking down on diploma mills.
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So why is Bishop interested in the issue? In part, he said, 
it stems from his background in academe — he is a former 
provost of Southampton College of Long Island University. 
"I know how hard people work to earn their credentials,"  
he said.

The news release for the bill said it would "stop diploma mills." 
While it's unlikely to stamp out such a widespread, lucrative, 
and pernicious practice, it would bring more attention to the 
often ignored problem. "I think it might be very helpful," said 
Gollin. "We need this legislation."

Synopsis of: New Bill in Congress Would Make Diploma
Mills a Federal Concern
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education
Date: Jan. 28, 2010

For-Profit Colleges Retain and Graduate More
 Students Than Other Schools 
Students who attend for-profit colleges have comparable 
and often higher retention and graduation rates than those at 
other institutions, according to the findings of a study released 
on Wednesday by the Imagine America Foundation, a 
nonprofit organization that provides research and support for  
career colleges.

"The education community cannot and should not ignore this 
sector of higher education, because it will play an increasingly 
important role in our nation's ability to retool and prepare for 
increased competition from Asia and other areas," said Watson 
Scott Swail, President and Chief Executive of the Educational 
Policy Institute and the project's principal investigator. The 
institute conducted the study for the foundation.

"The world is changing, and globalization requires us to 
explore other options for postsecondary education," he said.

Using data from the U.S. Department of Education, the study 
analyzes how career college students fare, compared with 
those at public and nonprofit institutions, in terms of retention 
and degree attainment.

The study concluded that at the two-year level, career 
colleges have higher full-time and part-time retention 
rates than other sectors. For example, 72 percent of full-
time students at two-year career colleges return the next 
academic year, compared with 57 percent of those at public 
two-year institutions and 68 percent at private, nonprofit two- 
year institutions.

Robert L. Martin, President of the Imagine America Foundation, 
said the study confirms that career colleges are doing a good 
job at graduating trained workers. He is also heartened by the 
study's evidence that career college students are doing well 
academically, considering the obstacles many of them face. 
Many are single parents, and most work full time and attend 
school part time.

Synopsis of: Study Points to Academic Success of Students 
Attending For-Profit Colleges
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education
Date: Jan. 27, 2010

Rapid Expansion in Online Education
Online college education is expanding – rapidly. More than 
4.6 million college students were taking at least one online 
course at the start of the 2008-2009 school year. That's more 
than 1 in 4 college students, and it's a 17 percent increase 
from 2007. 

Two major factors for the soaring numbers in the 2008-2009 
school year are the sour economy and the possibility of an 
H1N1 flu virus outbreak, according to the seventh annual 
Sloan Survey of Online Learning report, titled "Learning on 
Demand: Online Education in the United States in 2009." But, 
the survey's authors say, there is a lot more work to be done, 
and there's huge potential for online education to expand, 
especially at larger schools. 

With a higher demand for college educated workers, colleges 
are more popular than ever. The higher education population 
grew 1.2 percent between 2007 and 2009. And with public 
institutions dealing with dwindling budgets and laid off workers 
trying to expand their skills, online education seems a natural, 
inexpensive fit. The study found that 50 percent of institutions 
with online education programs have seen their institutional 
budgets decrease, compared to 25 percent that have seen 
their budgets increase. 

Despite all the data that show significant growth and interest 
in online education, there are still some faculty members 
who balk at teaching on the Web. The study found that the 
acceptance of online ed by faculty has remained constant 
since the first survey was published in 2002. Fewer than one 
third of chief academic officers – meaning provosts, deans, 
and the like – believe their faculty accepts the value and 
legitimacy of online education, the report says. 

However, a study published last year by the Association of 
Public and Land-Grant Universities—Sloan Commission on 
Online Learning indicated that faculty might not be so opposed 
to online ed. The study found that one third of public university 
professors had taught online courses and that more than half 
had recommended that students take such courses. Schools 
like Stanford University and the College of Charleston have a 
major presence on websites such as YouTube EDU. 

Synopsis of: Study: Online Education Continues Its 
Meteoric Growth
Source: U.S. News & World Report
Date: Jan. 26, 2010 ■

Headlines compiled by Jenni Valentino
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Facing intense pressure, pittsburgh 
mayor squashes a sales tax proposal 
that would tax career colleges

ittsburgh Mayor Luke Ravenstahl’s proposed 
1 percent "Fair Share" tuition tax would 
have impacted both nonprofit and for-profit 
colleges, career college leaders say, and 
amounted to a double tax on Pittsburgh’s 
career colleges.

Although the proposed tax applied only to schools in 
Pittsburgh’s city limits, it attracted national attention 
from other cities with budget deficits and from wary 
educational organizations, including the Career College 
Association.

“If Pittsburgh wins in this, then other cities would be 
looking at this,” said Richard Dumaresq, Executive 
Director of the Pennsylvania Association of Private School 
Administrators. “All eyes were on Pittsburgh. The next city 
that needs money will start looking at a tuition tax.”

National media outlets, including The New York Times 
and U.S. News & World Report, wrote extensively about 
Ravenstahl’s proposed tax, which the city said would raise 
$16.2 million a year.

Created to ease Pittsburgh’s retirement fund deficit, the tax 
ultimately was withdrawn on the eve of a city council vote when 
city leaders, a group of nonprofit colleges and universities, and 
a major nonprofit insurance company reached an eleventh 
hour handshake agreement. 

Under the agreement, career colleges would make voluntary 

Back
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contributions to prop up the sagging retirement fund. But few 
details were spelled out. 

Mary Hines, President of nonprofit Carlow University and 
Chairwoman of the Pittsburgh Council of Higher Education, 
said discussions would continue to find a long-term solution 
to the city’s budget deficit. She emphasized, however, that 
the nonprofits’ contributions were voluntary and that no 
binding, long-term legal commitment had been reached.

It was initially reported that the tax would apply to career 
colleges only. However, Art Institute of Pittsburgh President 
George Pry said the city became aware that singling out for-
profit institutions would likely result in a court challenge.

“The mayor and his attorneys believed they couldn’t just 
include the nonprofits and that it (the enabling legislation) 
wouldn’t stick,” said Pry, a member of a career college 
coalition that lobbied against the tax. “When I started picking 
up on the language, it was clear to me that it applied to 
everyone, not just the nonprofits.”

Richard Dumaresq, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania 
Association of Private School Administrators, came to the 
same conclusion.

“We read the legislation as any company that did any 
training or did any certification, they all would have to pay 
tax,” Dumaresq said.

With the specter of a 1 percent tuition tax approaching a 
city council vote, Pittsburgh’s 10 career colleges mobilized 
to lobby against the tax in Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, the 
state capital. Dumaresq and three Pittsburgh career college 
leaders – Pry, Vince Graziano of The Bradford School, 
and Rudy Agras of Triangle Tech – were active in the for-
profit lobbying efforts. Seven other schools were also 
part of the coalition: Bidwell Training Center, Dean Tech, 
Everest Institute, ITT Tech, Kaplan Career Institute/ICM 
Campus, Pennsylvania Culinary Institute, and the Career  
Training Academy.

Pittsburgh’s two daily newspapers reported extensively on 
the tax and the impact it would have on students. Newspapers 
in Philadelphia and New York chimed in, quoting students 
who said the tax would be a hardship.

The New York Times reported that the tax would range from 
around $20 a year for students at less expensive schools like 
the Community College of Allegheny County to more than 
$400 annually for students at Carnegie Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh’s most expensive college.

According to The New York Times, other cities have discussed 

plans to tax or seek increased voluntary contributions 
from nonprofit schools, hospitals and other institutions. In 
2009, Providence, R.I., Mayor David N. Cicilline outlined a 
$150-a-semester tax on students at four private colleges, 
but state legislators didn’t act on his proposal. And, early last 
year, Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino assembled a tax 
force to examine increasing voluntary payments from the 
city’s universities and hospitals.

Dumaresq, Director of the Pennsylvania Association of 
Private School Administrators, said the issue of Pittsburgh 
nonprofits voluntarily contributing to the city started in 2002.

“The whole issue started with the nonprofits, which were 
buying up more and more property in Pittsburgh, which was 
causing the city real problems,” Dumaresq said, alluding to 
career colleges being exempt from paying property tax. The 
voluntary contributions were seen as compensation for lost 
tax revenue, Dumaresq said.

“It’s something that’s done because they know they’re taking 
something off the tax rolls,” he said.

When the voluntary contributions declined from around $4 
million to $1 million, Dumaresq said, the city proposed the 
tuition tax to fill the revenue gap or, as some believe, to coax 
the nonprofits back to the negotiating table.

With the tax issue resolved – at least temporarily – attention 
has now turned to Harrisburg, where bills to tax nonprofits 
have been proposed in both houses. The bills would allow 
cities to impose a tax based on nonprofits’ assessed 
valuation, The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review reported on 
Jan. 12. 

But the so-called “essential services fee” isn’t the only 
proposal being discussed. In a Jan. 19 editorial, the Tribune-
Review noted that Pittsburgh Controller Michael Lamb 
believes the city could gather new revenue by extending its 
business payroll tax to nonprofits. Even at a reduced rate, he 
said, that would raise between $10 million and $15 million a 
year, enough to rescue the city’s underfunded pension fund.

“These and other ideas deserve attention,” the Tribune-
Review’s editorial said. “If average home-owners and 
everyday businesses can chip in for police protection, 
fire rescue and road repair, then why shouldn’t the 
sprawling nonprofits that reap so much success from their  
Pittsburgh home?” ■
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academic performance or preparation, dysfunctional 
relationships, inadequate or improperly functioning support 
services, bad decisions, shouldn’t have been admitted in the 
first place, uncaring faculty, inadequate student services.  It’s 
everyone’s fault; it’s no one’s fault. The man in the story may 
even have been one of our dropouts.

I believe that, just as in the story above, the ultimate responsibility 
for success or failure is the student’s. They must manage the 
variables; they must manage the outcome. Despite the best 
efforts of “the system”, only the student can determine how he/
she will use the resources available to him/her. Only the student 
can muster the strength to preserve and overcome the obstacles.

However, after having rather cavalierly ascribing responsibility to 
the student, that doesn’t relieve the perimeter players from any 
culpability. When we admit a student, we take an active role in 
their future. We have promised them a better life if they only will 
do their best and play by the rules.

But sometimes life gets in the way. They want to do their best. 
They want to play by the rules, but some don’t know what the 
rules are. 

We have a responsibility to help them not only learn the rules, 
but master them. We have to give them the tools, skills and 
resources they need to manage the variables in their lives. These 
teaching encounters happen many times every day in each 
department within the school. Delivery requires every employee 
to understand his/her role in delivering this life changing support. 
Arguably, these are the most valuable lessons that we teach.

Rather than setting up a circular firing squad as we try to figure 
out why students drop out, we must consider the underlying 
causes and develop a system that offers a timely response when 
the next student encounters a similar problem. 

While we might not ultimately be to blame for a student’s decision 
to drop out, we do have the responsibility to help them manage 
the variables and so they can change the outcome. ■

A number of years ago, a local company used an unusual process 
to select inside sales people. The final candidates were brought 
back for the deciding interview at the same time. Each person 
rotated through a series of exercises. Some were conducted 
individually and some working together as a group. 

The final exercise was a timed group exercise where the 
participants had to reach a unanimous conclusion. They were 
told the story of an unfortunate young man who experienced a 
string of misfortunes:  unwanted as the child of a teenage mother, 
poverty, poor performance in school leading to dropping out, 
trouble finding – and then losing - a dead-end job, impregnating 
his harping girlfriend, getting lost in the welfare system without 
access to help, etc. Finally, in desperation, the young man robs a 
convenience store and is killed in the aftermath.  The question for 
the group: whose fault is it that he’s dead? 

After an uneasy silence as they gathered their collective wits, the 
group timidly started the discussion. No one wanted to risk taking 
a leadership role until other opinions were known. Gradually, 
each contributing circumstance was vetted. Some blamed his 
poor upbringing. Another blamed the failure of society to respond 
to his needs. Others focused on individuals who impacted the 
lad’s life.

Time was running out and the group lacked consensus. Finally, 
the focus changed to the young man himself. While it was truly 
unfortunate that all those problems were visited upon him, wasn’t 
it ultimately his responsibility to be the master of his domain?

That was the group’s conclusion. The young man had been 
dealt a bad hand, had made some bad decisions, but it was his 
responsibility to manage his life.

I am struck by the similarity to discussions in this exercise with 
those about a student who has dropped out. However, unlike 
the job applicants, the people in the conversation have a vested 
interest in the outcome of the discussion. 

Soon the usual causes surface: lack of role models, poor 

each student is responsible for playing by the rules, but 
we are responsible for helping them learn the game

WhOSE FAUlt IS It?
loren Kroh 

President and Cofounder 
Corvus LLC

Loren Kroh has been active in the higher education community since 1978, holding positions both in the 
classroom and in the boardroom. He can be reached at loren.kroh@campustoolkit.com.
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 Why I ChOse
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know that I am capable of walking into an interview and 
verbally expressing everything I am sufficient in, and doing 
so intelligently, without being unprofessional or saying “um”.

Overall, I walked out with so much more than just the 
knowledge I needed to be a great dental assistant. I walked 
out with a great sense of pride knowing that someone 
like me finally did it. I finally made a future for myself and 
my daughter. To top it off, I received the ever so tricky, 
nationally accredited radiology certification through the 
Dental Assisting National Board. It feels so great to know 
that when I went to shadow at a dental office, I was one of 
maybe two in the whole office that could say I was radiology 
certified. That alone could make me between two and three 
dollars more an hour than the rest. 

With the night and day classes offered at Dawn, you’re still 
able to have a life outside of school. If you have an interest 
in the medical field or even just the hope of being able to 
make it on your own, please just know that if a girl like me 
can turn my life around with the help of everyone at Dawn 
Career Institute, it’s achievable for you, too. ■

hile choosing the right school to attend, I 
promised myself that I would not choose the 
first option, but instead the one with the best 
benefits for me. 

At Dawn Career Institute, I was able to take the 
average two-and-a-half year dental program and make 
it happen in a little more than seven months. Also, as 
opposed to the other vocational schools, I knew that 
Dawn was the only school that included radiology in its 
program, which could make for a better salary once I 
got into the field.

I am a single mother who, at the beginning of the 
course, faced a close death in my family and for half 
of the course was homeless. Thankfully, besides the 
fact that their student service coordinator helped me 
in every way possible, I also found a mentor in my 
program coordinator who would not let me give up. I 
had never met an instructor before who really was not 
there just for a paycheck. Instead, she was there to help 
us become just as good as her. I had the opportunity to 
stay as long and often as I wanted if I felt like I was 
falling behind in the lessons or even just to talk to the 
one person that kept me motivated – my instructor. 

After completing the majority of my courses, I was 
put into a module to teach us proper resume and 
interviewing skills. Honestly, like most, I felt that I was 
very comfortable with my ways of writing documents 
and interviewing, but was soon proven wrong. I now 

To nominate a student for Why I Chose, 
contact news@CareerCollegeCentral.com.

student stOrIes

  kymi Wood   |   dental assistant student

dawn Career Institute
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